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Th e Spanish
VOL. IV.

ROY, MORA COUNTY, NEW .MEXICO, SATURDAY, JUNE, 20, 1908,

EVENT

An

OF SEASON

Letter.

A few days ago a letter written by a
cowboy, was found in which he asked
The Grand Opening Ball Given at the the girl addressed to aid in locating a
lost cow and calf. Hp afterwards
. New Hall a Grand Success in
ended up by telling her how dear she
Every Particular.
was to hira and proposing to her.
.
...
Tnis is the latest approved method
The great event of the season was of proposing, and this particular cowthe grand opening ball given under boy certainly stuck to the bid adage,
the. auspices of the Gredtwestern Com- "business before pleasure."
mercial Company in the new BushkeA Happy Event.
vitz hall on Friday evening, June 12,
which proved to be one of the most
Last Tuesday morning occurred the
elaborate and successful affairs of its wedding of Miss Eufracia Gonzalez
kind ever held in this part of the coun- and Mr. Luis Archuleta, both well
known young people of this place.
try, both as to attendance and
entertainment.,
On account of the recent death of the
Mr. Bushkevitz spared no pains nor brother of the groom the wedding was
expense to make the hall what a first a very quiet one, only the immediate
class place should be for such pur- friends of the contracting parties beposes, and the citizens of Roy and vi ing invited to the wedding breakfast".
The Spanish-America- n
joins their
cinity should feel proucfof having one
of the best halls of this character to many friends in wishing them a long
be found in either Mora or adjoining and prosperous married life.
counties.
Down Again.
The ball opened with the grand
couple took
march in which thirty-fiv- e
An interesting base ball game was
part, led by Mr. and Mrs. H. Good- played here Tuesday between the Soman. A.H of the latest dances, both lano and Roy "Youngsters".
The
American and Spanish were indulged game was very exciting from start to
in, and if anyone miss3d the chance finish and ended in a score of 9 to 2
to take part in their favorite dance, it in favor of our local youngsters. The
was their own fault.
Solano boys kept the score down until
At .midnight .the , participants re- the fifth . inning when they weakened a
paired lo the lower floor, where a little aud gave the home boys easy
bountiful luncheon consisting of sand- sailing for an inning or two
wiches, cake and coffea awaited them.
Both sides did good work and made
Soft drinks were also served.
plays that would make an old team
Quite a 'number .from Solano and, taKe nmicj; - W ltti av little nractics
i
other surrounding towns were present these two teams would play a very
and departed for their homes well close game. A return gam? will be
pleased with the evening's entertain- played at Solano in the near fi'ture.
ment, and hoping to again take part
Keep Up Courage.
in another of .similar character.
The management is to be congratuIn Kansas and Oklahoma in certain
lated fotf the good order that was sections of late they have had too
maintained throughout the entire en- much rain and too much water. In
tertainment.
some sections of New Mexico unfortute

Mrs. Lillio Wood Entertains.
Mrs. Lillie Wood of Kansas Valley
entertained a number of friends last,
Saturday evening. Music, cunvresa-tioand games were the pleasures of
this occasion.
Elegant refreshments, consisting of
fresh fruits and assorted cakes were
served, which were highly enjoyed by
the guest. Mrs, Wood was ably assisted by her mother Mrs. L.' A. Brown
n,

ia

entertaining.

'

The guasts departed at a very late
hour, regretting that the time had
passed so speedily and hope it would
not be long before they could again
enjoy Mrs. Wood's hospitality.
The invited guests were; Messrs,
Shelby Gross, T. M. Ogden, Warren
Kinney, John Fogleman, George Lúeas
Floyd Ogden, and L. Brown. Mes
damís; Ilumine, Lucas, Ogden, Gross,
Kinney, and Brown. Misses, Grace
Romine, Bessie Wood", Inez Fogleman
aud Amy Kinney.

nately there has been too small a
rainfall and too little water for the
ranges and for livestock. Conditions
of the farms in portions of eastern
New Mexico where but little rain has
fallen of late and where high winds
have prevailed are none too favorable.
However, should the J uly rains set in
at the usual lime crops in the places
concerned may yet be saved. Fortu
nately ttie areas involved are not extensive.
Advertised Letters.
1908.
1st
June
Archuleta.. Alejandro Mrs.
Wm. L. Boyd
Brown, Emern Mrs.
Bollinger, Thomas
Collins, Tony
Greer, John

'

T

SOLANO TRAGEDY
It is

Now Reported

That The Deed

Committed at Solano Was a
Cold

Blooded

Murder.

From reliable sources it is now an
evident fact that the killing at Solano
was done in a cold blooded manner by
J. B. Melugin, who had a preliminary
hearing before Justice of the Peace
Romero, at Mora, New Mexico, Friday morning at 10 a. m.
It will be proven at the trial of Melugin that he killed Daniel Archuleta
without warning or giving him a
chance to defend his life. It is re
ported that only three shots were fired
and those were fired by Melugin on
the morning of June 11th at Solano.
Also that Melugin bought the gun
from J. B. Carson, which belonged to
his son Richard H., on the night prior
to the killing. This shows that the
mair figured on using the gun on his
victim previous to the killing. After
the shooting the assasin went over to
Cursons' and asked them to state that
the gun belonged to Powell, who made
a demand on the officers for the gun
claiming that it was his gun. Also
the report is that he gave himself up
to the sheriff at Solano, which is not
so. After Jose Archuleta notified the
sheriff of the shooting and requested
that he .arrest him tie was met or
waived for the sheriff' to come to hira,
when he gave, him his gun and said,
'Here I am."
It Is certain that Melugin is held
without bail to await the action of the
grand jury. From all information
obtainable it is not the first trouble
that he has gotten into and that he has
been leading a very tough life.
.

NO. 22

Roy Water Works Co.

The Committee who were appointed

to complete the drilling of the Roy
town well, made their report to the
stockholders in last week's issue of
the
showing that
they have carried out their instructions
and want to be discharged.
Spanish-America-

n,

A special meeting will be held in the
Bushkevitz hall at which all the stock
holders are requested to be present,
to consider the question of eettinir
water from the well into residences
and business houses and the piping of
the streets of our town. At the same
time to devise ways and means of the
raising of the necessary funds to complete the pumping, plant and etc.
We have plenty of water to supply
our town in the well drilled; there is a
pump already set up and all that is
needed is the power to work the pump
and the water mains, for this reason
the special meeting is being called, to
take place on Wednesday evening.
June the 24, 1908.

,

Kansas Valley Notes.
Miss Inez Fogleman was the guest of
Miss Vallie Duncan at Roy last week,

and while there attended the grand
opening ball.
Shelby Gross has purchased all of
Warren Kinney's live stock preparatory to Mr. Kinney's departure for his
former home, Cherry vale, Kansas.
Misses Bessie Wood and Grace Ro
mine were picnlcing at the canyons
Sunday.
T. M. Ogden and. family and George
Lucas and wife attended church at
Roy, Sunday, and were guests at the
Oriental for dinner, and
enter
tained at supper by Mr. and Mrs. Lowe.
Warren Kinney and family and
Mrs. Lilly Wood attended church at
Roy Sunday, and were entertained to
dinner by Mr. and Mrs. George
w-r- e

Pen-dergra- ft.

The Saloon Question.

In all probability the saloons at Solano will be closed, the licenses issued
recalled and revoked. At the time
the census was taken, people who lived
all the way from one to two miles were
counted as residents of the town. It
is reported to us by one of tin: leading
business men that the population of
the town of Solano will not exceed 50
in all. District Attorney Ward has
ordered an investigation which i be
ing made by mounted policeman Sar
gent Dudley, who was here some few
days ago. Since the saloons have
been in operation in Solano quite a
lot of disturbance has been created.
The business men are all on the war
path. Some even predicted a killing
long before this.

Paramore, Rav

Rush, J. G.
Summers, Ella Miss
Tvler, Paul
Wright, Tom
Gonzales, Miss Racal T de
Pritchard, Edward
Winn, GustavusH.
Olmstead, AHen S.
Martinez, Don Donacianeo
Jackson, Lee (2)
AVISO.
Pinney, B. C.
Greer, John C. (3)
Toda persona o personas están por Howe, Hortie
esta privados de trespar.ar con caba Gomez, Dr. Franco Barragan Santiago
líos, reces muías gunado ocualquieaa
otros otros animales sobre el Upton Hastings, W. C.
O.
Hardin,
Ronch, últimamente conosido conio el Herbutt, .H.
Juan
Brennan Ranch en los Cañones de La Le Dous, Alejandro
Cinta y Burro y por esta están noti- Gune, E. P. M.
ciado que todo animal, que tresnase All th? above letters remaining un
sobre estos rancho seram tomados bajo called for July first will be sent to
the dad letter office.
la lev de. animales extraviados.
Ai'.ell Bushkevitz, i. M.
A. E. Upton.
2
21-t-

menean

Notice for Publication.

Clarence De Long has gone to Turin,
Kansas, on a prospective business
trip.
Roy Wood went to Springer last
week on a fishing trip and was very
successful, both in fishing and having
a pleasant time.

MOQUERO ITEMS.
Roy last week
to attend the dance, and reports an
enjoyable time.
Preparations are being rushed for
taking care of the expected visitors at
the townsite opening.
It seems that this is a bad year
everywhere. Too much rain- in some
purts and to little in other parts. We
number ourselves among the latter
class. Still of being washed out and
dried out we believe that we prefer the
" '.'
latter.
Don Demetrio Cordova of Gallegos,
came up to the thriving community of
Gould this week.
A young lady from Gould, Miss
Elizco Trejello, leads in the Solano
watch contest.
While a good many people areleav-th- e
country in search of work, it is a
noticeable fact that the majority are
making arrangements to return in
time to put in their fall wheat crops
and harvest what little this backward
year may see fit to award them.
Mr. Brown went to

United States Land Office, Clayton
New Mexico, June 13, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Benja
min F. Brown, of Gould, County of
Union, New Mexico, has filed in this
office his application to enter under
provisions of Sections 2308--- 7 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States
the Lot Two. (No. 2) of Section 22,
Township 18 N, Range 28 E, N. M
Meridian.
Any and all persons claiming ad
verselv the land described, or desiring
to object because of the mineral char
acter of the land or for any other rea
Pay Your Poll Tax.
to applicant
son, to its disposal
The poll tax for the year 1903 is now
should tile their affidavits of protest
, 1908.
past due. All persons owing poll tax
on or before
E dward W. Fox,
should see H. Goodman, clerk, before
Register
22tf
suit is brought against them.

LIGHT FOR SUMMER
HIGH

TIME TO DISCARD
DRAPERIES.

HEAVY

Cotton or Silk Fabrics Most Cool and
Cheerful in Appearance Calcutta Net Also Used Extensively in Many Ways.
Heavy draperies should be replaced
by lighter weight cotton or silk fabrics that are cool and cheerful in appearance. Curtains of Calcutta net are
reasonable and suitable for various
purposes. The net comes in all colors
and in several meshes. It Is 48 inches
wide and 50 cents a yard. The green
and tan shades are good. The white
and ecru wash well, and to avoid
shrinking, pull it gently into shape
when nearly dry. Calcutta net is also
used extensively for den and living-roopllows. The cushions first have
a slip of a plain color and over this a
cover of the net in a suitable shade.
This gives a lattice effect to the pillows which is quite pleasing.
Then there are silkolines, taffetas,
soft silks and dimities, as well as
denims and cretonnes. Silkolines are
soft and pretty, but are most too
flimsy for satisfactory curtains. Scrim
Increases in popularity and great improvement in weaves has been accomplished the past few years. Linen
taffeta is very popular, and burlap is
particularly well adapted for stencil effects, and is available for walls as well
as draperies. Dimity launders well
and can therefore be kept fresh and
clean;
Priscilla silk, coming in every shade
at 90 cents a yard, can be used with
cream Calcutta net to give color tone
to a room. This silk resembles the
heavier raw silk used for draperies,
but which costs $1.50 a yard. The silk
curtains should hang straight down,
rand not reach mare than four inches
below the window. Many prefer cur
tains only to the sill, but allowance
must then be made for shrinkage of
the washable under curtain, as at all
times both net and silk curtains
should be the same length.
Of course the domestic and import
ed cretonnes are handsomer each year
and still lead in cotton fabrica tor
hangings and furniture coverings. Exquisite designs in domestic cretonne
can be had as low as 28 cents a yard
. and are shown side by side with the
Imported, which retail from 30 cents
to $3.50 a yard. The higher-priceImported cretonnes are double width.
The demand this season is for the single width grades, which cost from 30
to 50 cents a yard. As over draperies,
cretonnes are effective. They should
not be hung next to the glass, for they
will fade rapidly. Plain net or scrim,
between them and the light, protects
the draperies. Some of the large shop
windows are showing the effect of a
room done entirely in cretonne. Where
it is employed lavishly, there is danger
in overdoing it. This season the cretonne in floral pattern is preferred,
and although blue, mauve and pale
yellow are in demand, pinks and reds
are used to a greater extent. N. Y.
d

How's This?
e offer One Hundred Dollars Revirl fot an?
Mm of Catarrh that cannut be cured by Hall'i
Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHEÜET ft CO., Toledo, O.
We, the onderlgncd, bave known F. J. Cheuey
for the last 15 years, aud believe blm perfeotly ton- .u
uunnicra iiouBHciiuus anu financially
ble to carry out any obllicatloiii made by hl firm.
M'uinu, ninnin w, DiAnvin,

Wholesale DrufticlHU, Toledo. O
Hall a Catarrh Cure U taken Internally, acting
UDun the blmtfi and tiinnniia i,irfanatnf
eyntein. Testimonial sent free, i'rlce 75 cents Per
Dottle, sold y all UruKKlsts.

directly

Take Hall'i Family rills lot constipation.

So Lifelike.
"Grey, the art critic came along' Just
as I was looking at your new painting."
"You mean my 'At Work in the
Fields.'
And what did Grey think
of it?"
"Commended its realism highly. Said
even to look at it made him tired."

Humility adds to the measure of
pride detracts from
it Thorold.

true greatness;
Mr.

Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup.

For children teething, suf tena the gums, reduces Inflammation, allays pain, euros wlndcollu. 25c a bottle.

LASTS THE

It leads
thlnpr

HP i r

in.,

Bnwkljs,

More people are fooled by the truth
than by lies.

WAMTFn

VOCNG MEN to learn plumb-WfillU- lJ
lnif, bricklaying, electricity, etc.,
actual work no books. Two thirds of all net profits
are divided among workmen. Hook of explanation
sent free. H.U0 to t6M paid. UNION SCHOOL OK
TUADKS, l.M to ti East D, Los Angeles, California.

BEEKEEPERS

We handle ROOT'S

GOO03 at Root's prices. Mew agency.
We b u v e a, r lnt.M.

You pny freight from Lincoln only. Catalog;.
Mer., 1929 N. St., Lincoln, Neb.

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO. 25, 1908.
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The Kind You llave Always Bought, and which has been
in use. for over SO years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per- --jrt
Bonal supervision since its infancy.
CL
no one to deccive you In thi3
wC7f.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-gooare hut
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children Experience against Experiment.

CjézfAf

nrm

AVegelablePrcparalionrorAs-slmilatingrtieFooiandRcdul-

d"

emg Uie SioxrtarJis andlJowds of

What is CASTORIA

Promotes DigeslionOiccrfur'
nessandRest.Containsnciiher
Upiuni.Morphine nor Mineral.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend

Not Narcotic.
,

Rnvfkii Setim
jthtSmna
MMIeSalt- sitilorkiwkSnh
WomSeri'
ClariM Suqnr
JUatejcrenflmr.

GENUINE

ArjerfcctRemedvforCoTBdDi
Stomach,Dlarrhoca
Worms ,Coiwulskms.FcvBrish
ness andLoss OF SLEEP.

Hon, Sour

tm.

CASTORIA

--

ALWAYS

Sears the Signature of

racSiraib Sijnamre oT

m

NEW YORK.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Mm.
m i,i

Exact Copy

In Use For Over

of Wrapper,

30

THI CCNTAUH COMPANY, TT HURRAY STKICT,

Years

HtW YOUR tXTU

Use ALLEff!
A powder to be shaken into the shoes. Tour feet feel swollen,
nervous, hot and get tired easily. If you have aching, smarting
feet, try Allen's FootEaso. It rests the feet and makes new or
tight shoes easy ; always use it to Break in New Shoes. It cures
swollen, hot, sweating feet, blisters, ingrowing nails and callous
spots. Relieves corns and bunions of all pain and gives Eest
and Comfort. It cures while you walk. We have over thirty
thousand testimonials. Try it
Sold by all Druggists
everywhere 25 cents. Don't accept any substitute for Aliens
Foot-Eas- e.
Trial package FREE. Address, Allen S. Olmsted,
Le Roy, N, Y. European Branch Office, Peterborough, England.
Success kriuP9 imitations.
Scores of

Calf Foot Jelly.

y.

lÁlílJIMííJ

worthless imitations are sometimes
Insiat upon having Allen's FootEase. The
Original nowder for the fo.oL Twdvo vpnra WnrA tha mM
Annual sales over two million packages.
Do not accept
BDurioua substitutes claimed to bo "inst n.s fond." Trm'f.afinna
''pay the dealer a larger profit otherwise you would never be
offered a substitute for Allen's Foot-Eas-e.
Ask for Allen's
and insist upon having it
Remember, Allen'sFoot-Eas- e
is sold only in 25 cent packages
bearing yellow label with cor trade mark and facsimile signature
offered for sale.

d

Foot-Eas-

"h
5

e,

a Pinch,

Use Alton's

Foot-Ease- ."

TOTywhwe for 25 oenta. For FREE Trial package, also Free Sample of the
SANITARY OORNPAD, a new invention, address Alien 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

Jl?!lí),n,RBÍBtB

FQQTEASi

'.,

Q. M. PLUMB,

r

ALCOHOL 3 PER

every,

for destroy.
Is neat,
clean and orna,
mental. Hold liyall
dealers or seni by
mall postpaid for
3D cents.
Iisroiii
6orr.. 1 Í llrk.lb
Intr tiles.

TM

KflMi

EN-

TIRE SEASON

1

To four calf's feet, carefully scraped

parent.

FITS. St. Vitus' Dnnco and Nervous Diseases permanently cured by ltr. Kllne'Breat Nerve Restorer.
Bend for FKKB 12.(10 trinl bottle and trentlne. Dr.
K. H. Kline, Ld., ttil Arch Street, Philadelphia, l'a.

A DAISY FLY KILLER

ístf

Post

and prepared, allow about two quarts
of water and boil about seven hours,
skimming well. When done, set aside
to congeal, then remove all the
grease.
From the four feet then
should be about three pints and a half
of Jelly. Pour on this one quart of
sherry, the Juice of six lemons, a
pound and a half of granulated sugar,
yellow rind of two
the thinly-peelelemons, one bunch of raisins and two
blades of mace.
Wash eight eggs
clean, beat the whites to a froth and
crush the shells. Put with the Jelly.
Set on fire, stir until the jelly is melted, then remove the spoon. Let boil
just 20 minutes from the timo it
commences to boil. Pour Into a coarse
cotton bag and drain. If not perfectly
clear, repeat tho straining until traer

Art In the Suup.
The artist's wife leanjii 7er and
looked at her husband's soup after she
had handed it to him.
"Oh," she cried, "look at the scroll
the fat has made in your soup. iBn'i
it artistic? Dgn't eat it. It is so
beautiful."

HOT ONIONS

FOR PNEUMONIA.

Dread Disease Robbed of Its Terrors
by Simple Remedy.
Owing to the prevalence of pneumonia and the great mortality which
attends Its ravages during the winter
and spring, several boards of health
In northern New Jersey have been taking measures to protect the citizens of
their towns from the disease. The
health board of Washington, N. J., has
published a remedy which is said to
be a sure cure for pneumonia, and
other health boards are looking Into
the matter with a view of having the
Bame thing published for the good of
the general public. This is the publication as It has appeared In the papers of Washington:
"Take six or ten onions, according
to size, and chop fine, put in a large
spider over a hot fire, then add the
same quantity of rye meal and vinegar enough to form a thick paste. In
the meanwhile stir it thoroughly, let
ting It simmer five or ten minutes
Then put In a cotton bag large enough
to cover the lungs and apply to chest
as hot as patient can bear. In about
ten minutes apply another, and thus
continue by reheating the poultices
and In a few hours the patient will be
out of danger. This simple remedy
has never failed to cure this
fatal malady. Usually three or four
applications will be sufficient, but continue always until the perspiration
starts freely from the chest. ' This rem
edy was formulated many years ago
by one of the best physicians New
England has ever known, who never
lost a patient by the disease, and won
his renown by simple remedies."
too-ofte-

The Missing Link.
What was said to be the "missing
link between man and ape" was found
by Dr. Dubois in 1895 on the banks
of the Bengawan river, In central
Java. These fossil remains consisted
of a skull, a thigh bone and two molar
teeth, from which the scientists "con
structed" an animal, not human, yet
nearer to man than the ape. The
"link" was named "Pithecanthropus
Erectus." New York American.

j

PEOPLE TALKED ABOUT

f UOPAEj

CORNERED CORN MARKET
James A. Patten, who distinguished himself
on the Chicago grain market a few years ago
by a corner In oats, has just completed a corner in corn In which he is said to have cleared
all the way from $1,000,000 to $2,000,000.
In his former effort In the cornering line,
Patten bought in all the oats that were offered
at an average price of 38 cents, and at one time
he had as much as 10,000,000 bushels on hand.
When the trade required oats for actual use.
Patten would be quite willing to dispose of some
of his holdings at 44 cents; and several million
bushels changed hands at that figure. He was
continually buying, too, and whenever the mar
ket began to sag he would buy a few hundred
thoucands or a .million or two as seemed to be
necessary. He had sized up the situation and,
being convinced that there would be a shortage, he was not afraid to be ien
with an immense amount of grain on hand. Even when the government re
port showed a crop of 80,000,000 more than Patten had estimated he did not
lose faith, but kent on buyinc.
Mr. Patten is a man of imposing appearance. He has Iron nerve, and notn- Ing seems to affect his composure. If he were caught in a burning building
he would probably be making his way out quietly while the others were
trampling one another to death in their panic. He began life as a farmer's
boy at Sandwich. 111., but that was too tame for him, and he moved to Chicago.
His uncle, who was state grain Inspector, took him into his office, and irom
that moment he has been connected with grain in one way or another ever
since. With his two brothers, George and Harry, he formed the firm of
Patten Bros., and in the 25 years they have been In business they have made
several millions. . And by all appearances they are destined to make several
millions more.

WOULD LICENSE LAUNDRIES

J. Hampton Moore, congressman from Phil
adelphia, shortly before the adjournment of
congress, introduced a bill providing that all
laundries in the District of Columbia shall be
licensed, and prohibiting- - the use of acids and
"violent" machinery by these business con
cerns. He was angry because two of his fl
Khlrts wpro mined and he was compelled to
make another purchase before he could ittend
a banquet.
Mr. Moore is a small man physically, but
for years he has been a politician and fighter.
The greater the difficulty, the great
He can be counted on also not to refuse an in
er the glory In surmounting It. Epi
vitation to attend a feast, he having established
curus.
a record of 103 banquets in as many days,
"When a man buys a brand new shirt and
"TWO TOPERS."
RPtirta it tn the laundrv it is returned to him
like a flag fraved bv the breezes." said Mr. Moore. "It's simply awful."
A Teacher's Experience,
Mr. Moore's ability in handling important affairs expeditiously was first
driven into him while he was assistant city treasurer and came easier when he
"Mv friends call me 'The Postum occunied the more dignified and less strenuous chair of the treasurer proper.
Preacher,' " writes a Minn, school teach From time to time he has been president of the allied Republican clubs of
er, "because I preach the gospel of Phiinripinhi.-- . nvpsiriont. nf ihe Union Republican club and president of the
Postum everywhere I go, and have National League of Republican clubs.
been the means of. liberating many
He was born In Woodbury, N. J., but early went to Philadelphia, where,
'coffee-po- t
slaves.'
leaving school at 13, he began life as a messenger boy. He read law,
after
"I don't care what they call me. so drifted into politics and did effective work on the stump in city, state and na
long as I can help others to see what tional campaigns.
they lose by sticking to coffee, and
can show them the way to steady
nerves, clear brain and general good
IN
health by using Postum.
coffee
girl
I
drank
school
"While a
Walter Runclman, the new president of the
and had fits of trembling and went
British board of education, who has just made
through a siege of nervous prostration,
his appointment good by rewinning his seat in
which took me three years to rally
parliament at Dewsbury, has anything but an
from.
easy task ahead of him. His predecessor at the
"Mother coaxed me to use Postum,
post, the
and aggressive McKenna,
but I thought coffee would give me
who has been promoted to the admiralty, left
So things went, and. when
strength.
as a heritage for his successor many enmities,
I married I found my husband and I
and in successfully smoothing these over the
were both coffee topers, and I can
new minister will be earning his $10,000 a year.
sympathize with a drunkard who tries
His biggest task, of course, will be to effect some
to leave off his cups.
sort of a "compromise with honor" on the edu"At last In sheer desperation I
cation bill of the government, which has aroused
bought a package of Postum, followed
so much opposition among the clergy of the
directions about boiling It. served It
country.
with good cream, and asked my husWith the exception of Winston Churchill,
band how he liked the coffee.
Runclman Is the youngest member of the new
"We each drank three cups apiece,
and what a satisfied feeling it left. Our liberal ministry. He was born in the latter part of 1870, so he Is not yet
conversion has lasted several years 38 years of age.
and will continue as long as we live,
Runclman Is one of the most popular members of parliament. He Is an
for it has made us new nerves are excellent speaker and one of the best campaigners in the liberal party.
steady, appetites good, sleep sound
ministry Runclman was first' parliamentary
In the Campbell-Bannermaand refreshing."
secretary to the local government board, over which John Burns presided and
"There's a Reason." Name given by still rules, and afterward parliamentary secretary to the treasury, of which
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Read Mr. Haldane, the lawyer and philosopher and especial friend of H. H.
"The Road to Wellvllle," in pkgs.
the new crime minister, is the head. It is said to be due to the enthu
Ever read the above letter? A new siastic recommendations of both of his former chiefs that Runclman was adone appears from time to time. They vanced to full cabinet rank when the work of reconstruction was made necesare genuine, true, and full of human sary by the death of the late premier.

YOUNG MAN

BRITISH CABINET

hard-hittin-

g

As-nni-

Interest

The back is the mainspring of
woman s organism, it quickly cans
attention to trouble by aching. It
tells, with other symptoms, such as
nervousness, headache, pains in the
loins, weight in the lower part of
the body, that a woman's feminine
organism needs immediate attention.
In such cases the one sure remedy
which speedily removes the cause,
and restores the feminine organism
to a healthy, normal condition is

LVDIA E.PIMKHAM'S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND
Mrs. Will Young, of 6 Columbia
Ave., Rockland, Me., says : " 1 was troubled lor a long time witn.
dreadful backaches and a pain in my
side, and was miserable in every way.
I doctored until I was discouraged and
thought I would never get well. I read
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound had done for others and
decided to try it ; alter taking three
bottles I can truly 6ay that I never felt
so well in my life." Mrs. Augustus Lyon, of East Earl,

Pa., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:

"I

had very severe backaches, and
n
pains. I could not sleep,
and had no appetite. Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound cured me
and made me feel like a new woman."

pressing-dow-

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
's
For thirty years Lydia E.
Pink-ham-

Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, bacKacne, tnat Dear- feeling, flatulency, indiges
tion,dizziness,or nervous prostration.
ing-dow-

n

TOILET ANTISEPTIC
Keeps the breath, teeth, mouth and body
antiseptically clean and free from unhealthy germ-lif- e
and disagreeable odors.
which water, soap and tooth preparations
alone cannot do. A
germicidal, disinfecting and deodorizing toilet requisite
of exceptional excellence and economy. Invaluable
for inflamed eyes,
throat and nasal and
uterine catarrh. At

drug and toilet

stores, 50 cents, or
by mail postpaid.
Large Trial Sample
WITH "HEALTH AND BEAUT- Y- BOOK SENT MIC
THE PAXTON TOILET CO., Boston, Mass.

of this paper de- .Win, g to buy
MMk"
anything
in it column! should insift upon
having what they ask ior, refusing all
substitutes oi imitations.

1
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easiest to work with and
ULMnNUt CTABPU
dlnltUn urciw oiuuiei mee

.NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
.Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
fLiTti,
1ft
1,1 0T..
U11K
v "'.luu ''XT "Kf
Ao,
hereby
Notice is
sriven that
Juanita Sándoval, aent for Man
uel LTma, of Albert, New Mexico,
who, on December 1 1 th, 1902, made
wmestead entry. No. 4241, for
NE
section
20, township 19 n, range 30 e, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to. make Final five
year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
U. S. Court Commissioner W. H.
Willcox, at his office in Roy, N.
M., on the 4th day of August.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Ortlee,
Clavton N. M., May 12,1!)03.
Notice is herebv iriven that Georsre
Kemple, of Solano. N. ' Mi, who, on.
.February 23, 1!K)7, made homestead
No. 15528, for SW
section 21,
.township 19 N. rane 26 E, N. M. P,
"meridian, has liled notice of intention
tp make ttaal commutarion proof, to
establish claim to the above dcsml.s-1- ,
lufore U ,S Commissioner, Alex. S.
li ashkevitz, at his Otilia in Hoy N. M.
on the lililí, dayof June lMd.
Claimant n4rues as witnesses: Sherman Troop; Bart HkJ, 'L. B. Fry,
Floyd E.Botts, all of Solano, N. M.
Edward V. Fox.
4,

:

20.

Register

N1-2S-

1--

2

.

H

U.S-Lan-

1908.

NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

2

-

.

-

"

6

1-- 4,

,

for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Offiice,
Clayton, N. M. June 16th, ,1908.:
Notice is hereby given that
Simon Apodaca, of Albert, N. M.
who on December 11, 1902, made
homestead entry No. 4242, for
W
SW
section 10, W
NW
section 15,' township 19
n, range 29 e, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to
make Final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner W. H. Willcox, at
his office in Roy, N. M., on the
4th day of August, 1908.
Cliimant names : as witnesses;
Jose Angel Chavez, Jose Martinez, Nereo Gonzalez, Macédonic
Rangel, all of Albert, N., M.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
NOTICE

....
Claimant names as witnesses: Clarence Brown, John Schneider, Charles'
A. Kellogg and John Shamlin all of
v,

-

NOTICE

FOU PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton.N.M.
May 12th,' 1903,

Notice is hereby given that
Juan de Jesus Garcia, of Roy, N
M., who, on July 7th, 1903, mide
.Homestead

entry

4uo, lor n

ino.

e
sw 14, section 15),
township "20 n, raige 2 j e, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final iive year
proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before U.
S. Commissioner, Alex. S. Bush
kevitz, at his office in Roy, N. M
oi the 30th day of Ju.ve, 1903.
Claim int names as witnesses
Frank A. Roy, Wm. A. Bnim
uyre, ' John
Tasharski, Tomas
2

Vigil, all of Roy, Ne

,v

FOIt PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton.N.M.

4

1908.

Claimant names as witnesses
Frank A. Roy, Wm. A. Brum

John Tasharski, Tornas Vi

gil, all of Roy, N. M.

Edward W. Fox,
T)--

1

-

1--

Register

The Mills Ranch and Resort
Company of Springer, are selling,
all kinds of nursery stock. Any
kind of trees or shrubbery can
be' bought.
For further partió-ulircill at this ollice.

s
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-
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4

2

'

1--

4
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.

for PUBLICATION'
Department of the Interior,
United states Land Office,

Register.'"'

NOTICE

:

UnitPd States Land Office,.
Cl.,yton, N.M. June 16th, 1908:
Notice is hereby given that Ben- jriminiF. Cprrell, of Roy, N. M.,
who, on February 25, 190, made
homestead entry, No 1 5464, for
NE
section 9, township 19 h,
range 2d e, JN. M. F. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention tq
make Final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before U.: S. Court
Commissioner,' W. H. Willcox, at
his office in Roy, N. M., on the
'.:
5th day of August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Harvey S. Beadles,-RudolpC.
Grunig, Filetus- H. Foster, William L. Brown, all of. Roy,.N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
..NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Intei'ior-UniteStates Land Offiice,
Clayton, N. M. June I6th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Simdy'A. Strickland, of Roy, N.M.
who, on February 11, 1907,: made
homestead entry, No. .,'15030, for
SE
scti(m 34, township 20 n,
irange 26 e, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of ltitentiou to
make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner W. H. Willcox, at
his office, in Roy, N. M., on the
5th day of August,-1903- .
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edderson H. Gunn, Rudolph C.
Grunig, Jefferson D. Howe, Isaac
E. Lowe, all of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
h

vho, on July. th, 1303, made
homestead eatry No. 47o3, for
ne
sw
Liots z, ó, se
section 13, township 20 n.
range 27 e, N. M. P. Meridian,
has hied notice of his intention
to make final five year proof, to
establisn claim to trie land above
described, before U. S. Commis
sioner Alex. S. Bushkevitz, at his
office in Roy, N. M., on the 510th

asre.

.

2

'

May 12th, 1903.
Notice is hereby given that
Guadalupe Garcia, of Riy, N. M.

June,

.

,

for PUBLICATION..
Department of the Interior,

Register.

day of

.

NOTICE

Mexico.
Edward W. Fox,

NOTICE

;

1--

Edward W. Fox.
Register.

'

1--

2

M.

20.

0

.

.

,

Roy, N.

is hereby givert that

4

'Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose
Angel Chavez, Jose MarClayton N. M, May 12, 1!)08.
tinez, Nereo Gonzalez, Macedonio
Notice is hereby given that Edgar
;
W. Merrill, of Roy, N,'M., who, on Rangel, all of Albert, N. M:
Edward W. Fox. March 7th. 1907, made homestead entry
Register.
No. 15842, for S W
section 9, town-

19o8,

.

.

'

,

Department of the Interior.
United States Land O.Ilice,

ship 20 N, range 2(5 E, N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice of intentions to
make final commutation proof to establish claim to the land above described, before W. H. Willcox. U, S.
Court Commissioner, at his office in
Ray. N. M., on the 2Jth. day cf June

Office,

d

May 12; 1908.

for Pt'ElXATftV?!

Department of the Interior,
.':
United states Land Office,
Clayton,". M. May 12,1908.
NotiCe
giveri that Eu'

Daniel Laumbacli, of Roy", KM., nice E. Williansoh, bf Sólanó,"!.
who, on June 14th, 1904, made de- M. who, on March 7th, 1907, ia,je
sert land entry. No. 182 .' forNl-- homestead entry,; no; 1584Ó,.for
SEÍ4,NE1-4,NE1-4SE1NE1-4- ,
NWa:4, sectipn 10, township 19
section dd.Township 18N, Range N, range-2E,' N. M. P. meridian,
25 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has f iled has filed." notice of intention to
notice of intention to make; final make final commutation proof, to
desert Proof, to establish claim to establish claim to the land above
the land above described, before described, before U. S." Court
U.S. Commissioner, Alex S. Bush Commassioner W. H, Willcox, , at
kevitz,' at his office in Roy, N. M., his- bfiice in Roy, n. m. on the 19, ' ;
on the 20th day of June, 1908.
day of June 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Manuel M.Cordova, P. J; Laum-bach- , Robert J. Williamson, Wm. J.
David Esquibel, Abelino EsV Pennington,
Elizibeth Stone,
quibel, all of Roy, N.M.
Francisco M. Hughes all of Sola-- .
;
Eward W. Fox.
Ed ward W. Fox.
... Register.
Register.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Department
'
of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
'United
Land Offiice,
States
; Clayton, N. M. May 12, 190,8. .
Clayton, N. M. May 12, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby, given that
Bessie! Morris,; of. Solano-- , N..MV Charles A. Kellogg, of Roy, n. m.
who, on July 5th," 1908, "made who, 6n April 1st, 1907, made,
homestead entry,; Na:. 8325.' for homestead, entry, no. 16808, for
SE14, section; 21,.'tóvns1(iip 19 SW
SW
section 21, W
rpg2 27 E, N. ;M. P. meridian, NW1-4- , NW
SW
section
has filed notice of intention to 28, township 21 N, range 26 E, N.
make final commutation proof , to M..P; meridian, has filed notice of
establish claim to the land above intention to make final commutadescribed, before U. S. Commis- tion proof, to establish claim to
sioner Alex. S. Bushkevitz, athis the land above described, before
office in Roy, N. m., on the 18th. U.
SKCooirt Commissioner W. H.
dayof June, 1908.
Wilkox. at his offiice in Roy, N. m.
Claimant names as witnesses; tmithe 18th, day of June 1908.
F. M. Hughes, Jose Basilio Gar;
Claimant names as witnesses'
cia, R. W. Jennings, J. B. Car,sóij John Schneider, Edgar W. Mer'
all of Solano, N. M.
Floer- - '
rill Clarence Brown,-JacoEdward W; Fox.
all of Roy, N.- M.
sheim,
c
Register.
Edward W. Fox.

E

-

Clayton N.

,

'NOTICE

Department of Interior,

.

l"

eu-tr- y,

0

.NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION

Clayton, N. M. May 12, 1903,
Notice is hereby given that Martin Eastwold, of Roy, Ñ. m. who,
on March 15, 1907, made home-

stead entry No. 16237, for lots 5,
section 6, township .20 N,
range 23 E, N. m. P. meridian.
has filed.í no tice of intention to
make Mai Commutation proof, to
establish claim io the land above
described,, before U, S. Court
Commissioner, W. H. Willcox, r.t
his. office in itoy n. m. on the 19th,
day of June 108-- :
Claimant names as wii'.nGssas:
Reuben Eastwchl, í.ielvm E.
6, 7, 8,

,
!

.

Morse, Mary

J. Phelpl, Eva PI

Phelps all of Hoy,
Ldward W. Fox,
e

,

;

NOTICE FOIi PUBLICATION

U. S Land Office,
Clayton, N. M. May 12, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Wil
lard Abell, of Roy, N. M. who, on
March 13th, 1907, made homestoad
entry,No. 16143, forNEl-4,Sectio23, Township 20 N, Range 26E, N.
M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Commutation Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
7.H. Willcox, U.S. Court commissioner, at. his office in Roy,,N. M,
on the 18th day of June, 1908.
Claimant names as witnessnes,
Rudolph C Grunig, Sam Taylor:
Thomas H. Mueret, Taylor S.
Browning, all of Roy, N. M.Edward W, Fox.
n

'

..Register.

Register-- .

NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.

Dopartment of tho Interior,
U. S. Land Offiico.
Clayton, N. M. June 16th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
John B. Tait, of Roy. N. M., who,
on May 27th, 1907, made home
stead entry, No. 18032, for lots
7, 8, 9 and 10, section 5, township
20 n, range 26 e, N- M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final commutation proof,
to' establish claim to tho land
above' described, before U. S.
Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,
at. his office in Roy, N. M., on the
4th day of August, 1908.
,., Claimant names as witnesses:
John Schneider, Clarence Brown,
Rutei Eastwold, Martin East-

wold, all of Roy, N. M.

Edward W. Fox.
Register.

.

Department cf the Intéñur.

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,

Clayton N. M. May 13, 1908.
Notice is heredy given that Jose
I. Andareta, of Albert, Union Co.
N. M., who, on December 7. 1900,
made homestead entry number
NW
2592, for SW
section
f.E
NW
23, S
SE
section 27, township 18 N, range
29 E meridian, has filed notice of
inte ition to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the
land above' eseribed, before U.
S. Court. Commissioner W. H.
Willcox, at his office in Roy, N. m.
on the 24 day of June 1908.
Claimant'names as witnesses:
Jose I Armijo, Jose Dario Blea,
Felipe Armijo, Jose Demecio Blea
all of Albert, Union County, N, M.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
1--

1-- 2

1--
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4
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HORSES dOLTING GRAIN.
GO TO

Several Reasons Why They Get Habit
How to Cure Them.

NEW BLACKSMITH SHOP-

.

When a horse bolts his grain the
step should be to see that his
teeth are In proper order, as sharp
flr st

It Will Accommodate . Seven
and Ten Cows.

Horses

i

CORN

OM1J

CRIB

DIN

n.

MACHlNt

I
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!

ROOM

J
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O
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Si

C

w

I

(SL

Sultón
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General BlacKstmths

POOR

I

.

points or other irregularities may be
naklng It impossible for him properly
o masticate his grain, and may easily
ie set right by judicious use of the
' '
"
.
..
eterinary rasns sold for the Durnose.
Next it is imoortant that the horse
should be allowed a sufficient length
time in which comfortably and
properly to masticate his food. If he
rushed Into and out of the stable
P. J.
noon he soon learns to bolt his food,
the habit conies from hurry and
hunger. In addition to allowing am
ple time for grain eating discourage
bolting by feedine the eraln from a
DOES M.l. KINDS OF FANCY
box with a very wide bottom, so that
AND
DECORATING,
I'l.ASTERIXU
CISTERNS.
will be thinly distributed, under
FOUNDATIONS AND KI.UE UUILDINti
which circumstances the horse will
find it Impossible to grab a full mouth
Putful to be bolted unmastlcated.
I Uve 1 mile northwest of Roy For Information call at J. W, Tyler's store
ting some cobblestones in the feed box
ALL FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
also helps to prevent bolting, and an
'
My patrons speak for my workmanship.
other excellent plan suggested by the
Rural New Yorker is to mix some hard
peas, horse beans or even shelled
corn with the oáts, as the horse will
chew well to eniov the flavor of the
added grains, and incidentally grind
his oats thoroughly. The cbjection to
COItNElt OK THIRD STREET AND RA II. ROAD AVENUE.
feeding sheaf oats In place of oats
Is that a horse has a small stomach,
the capacity of which Is but three and
f
gallons or thereabout, so
that he needs concentrated food in
small quantities often when at hard 6
work. Oats have to be fully masticat
ed in the mouth, where thev are
drenched with the saliva, which acts
upon the starchy matters.
The oats
then pass to the stomach, where they
remain for hours for full action of the
gastric juice, which acts upon the protein constituents; then the partially
digested food passes slowly along the
many feet of small intestines, after
meeting the digestive fluids of the
duodenum, and gives up most of Its
nutrients to the absorhent oreans
during the journey to the laree intes
lltOV 1. 1 VERY CO. I
tine, un tne contrary, hay, straw and
fodder, after partial mastication id the
mouth, pass quickly through the
stomach and are stored in the laree in
I'lrKt CliiMs Service
Sircliil Attention to
testines (caecum and colons), and If
Trnvellng I'nblle.
Rnte ReiiHonable.
fed with oats or just after oats tend to
force the grain out of the stomach un
digested. Theoretically a horse should
therefore be fed hay first and then
oats or other concentrates, and as wa
P. P. BRANCH, Prop.
ter passes through the stomach to the
caecum it should be given alwavs
Deiore reeding.
"

Here are plans for a handy barn. It
will hold, seven head of horses and
about ten head of cows. A crib opposite the feedway will hold about 600
bushels of corn and an oats bin adjoining this will hold from 1,000 to 1,200
bushels of that grain. This leaves
a space 15x18 for implements, hay or
anything that the farmer may wish to
DOOR

I

PICKERING

Contractor and Plasterer

ROY LIVERY

HORSt

3TALLá

IÜJ

UeU

,J1Ü1

A Handy Barn.

put in it. The doors on the cow shed
are wide enough ' so you can drive
through them with a wagon or manure
spreader. The horse stable has double
stalls ten feet wide and 15 feet from
inside of manger to the wall.
This,
together with the fact that the doors
are eight feet wide, enable you to get
out with your team very easily. The
size of the structure is 35x38 feet, with
a hay mow over the lower floor. The
,eaves are six feet, affording more than
usual protection to the outside of the
building. The accompanying plan,
says the Journal of Agriculture, will
give tne reader a better understand
ing of the Interior arrangement.
LIVE CTOCK INDUSTRY.
Good Profit in the Business If It Is
Managed Right.

The live stock Industry is one of
the very great industries of this coun
try and will continue to be such for
'centuries to come. The conditions in
this country make the production of
stock one of the most profitable of
enterprises.
The lands are as yet
comparatively cheap and hence will
pay a good profit in the business of
stock producing, provided the right
kinc. of farming is carried on In conjunction with the raising of the live
stock.
That right kind of farming
must include the raising of a large
amount of roughage of such a charac
ter that the farm animals will eat it
almost entirely. If this roughage be
corn or some other plant rich in carbon it Is an easy way of transferrring
the carbon of the air to the carcasses
of the cattle. With some stock many
a farmer can collect from the air free
carbon and sell it In the various prod
ucts that come from the animal world
No matter how
land be
comes, the farmer cannot afford to
forego the profits that would come to
him from being able to grow herba
ceous plants of a rank nature and
transform them into a
salable product.
high-price-

Single and Double Riffs
Teaming and Transfe ring"

d
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REASONABLE RATES
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BRANCH HOTEL
ROY, NEW MEXICO

CHICKEN EATING HOGS.
Board Across the Eyes Will
Them, It Is Said.

nt nil
If Ordered.

MciiN

Cure

Pieces of tin four inches wide an
about eight inches long with four
holes punched In the unner edges wei
tied In the ears of two hogs who were

Natly

HourM

FurnWhed
RouinH.

-

CITY RESTAURANT
MAIN ST., SECOND DOOR NORTH OF THIRD ST.
HONEYCUTT

a

Everything First Class.

PATT0JÍ, Propiietors
Regular Meals and Short Order.

REGULAR MEALS AND SHORT ORDERS
Cure for the Chicken

Eater.

Fish, Game and Vegetables in Season.

-

in the habit of catching and eating

chickens and proved an effective hindrance. The hogs wearing this device
Windows on Three Sides.
were able to see enough to eat and
In building the new poultry house drink, but were obliged to refrain from
see that it has windows on three sides indulging in their' favorite pastime.
of it. These three sides should be the
Right Kind of Draft Horses.
east, south and west. 4 No windows
In the breeding of horses for the
are needed on the north. With win
dows on three sides, the poultry city the kind should be bred that can
house will remain light during the be used In the work of ordinary teamwhole time the sun is ' above the ing, for in this is the greatest demand.
This is especially true of the larger
.
horizon
draft horse
horses. The medium-sizeSick birds never . produce eggs or may be bred to do work on the farm.
raise healthy chickens. The healthier He is particularly well adapted to the
the old stock is, the more eggs will large farms where heavy farm mabe received and the healthier will be chinery is now used ia place of the
lighter kinds formerly In use.
the offsprings,
d

o

Saddle Horses

DAY

d

high-price-

CO.-

one-hal-

:

:

-

and get your work done ripht and at the right prices.
Our shop Is thoroughly equipped wjth all necessary tools for the
business Your Patronage Solicited.-.-..-

Pendleton

A HANDY BARN.

THE

McKinney & Sliinner
General BlacKsmiths
WOOD WORK A SPECIALTY.
ALL WORK

DONE PROMPTLY.

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

a

Ing process It goes through draining

over the tank. Not one particle of
wax escapes with the honey, as the
honey drains from the extreme bot-- '
.
torn of the receiver.
While the Bketch is not exact, you'
can get the Idea. The burners should
be close to the bottom of the tank.
can of gasoline lasted
One
me one season.

Musings oi the Metropolis
News of New York Town
Outlined in Brief Form.

1

five-gallo- n

Society Leader Tells How to "Belong"
Ne York"
..
nere are a rew ...
nis epigrams on
x-TT-

m

i

or.

U EW

YORK. Frederick Townsend
Martin, the new leader of New
York society, has the following to say
about social conditions in this city.
Looking to the future, he says:
"It will not be long before entevtain-mentin New York society are totally
different from those which have been
the rule. We shall find the society
of the future composed of the woman
who has written the newest successful novel; the man who has found a
new gold mine In Alaska, and taken
$10,000,000 out of the earth; the actor
who has created a new character;
the brainy reporter who has tracked
down the murderer whom the police
had failed to find; the actress who
sings the funniest new song; the scientist who has just dircovered the
new process for making aluminum at
half the cost it had ever been made
before; the physician who has reduced
the death rate in typhoid fever; the
clergyman who has brought about the
correction of a political evil; the politician who has won out in a great
fight; the young woman whose beauty
is tho marvel of the day, the priest,
the rábbl,' and even the irian'of free
thought.
"These are everyday gatherings in
what is now the best London society.
they will be as common in
I

the social situation:
"The people who belong to society
I call it that for want of a better name
must have something more than
money; they must have personal magnetism, tact, common sense. They
must have been successful In some
way.
"I will

s

if against

everybody
counts for less in
New York than in any other great city
in the world.
"There are plenty of people who are
not rich among those who make up
what is called society. They never
Hut they have
lack for invitations.
tact,
personal magnetism.
They do things. They are not afraid.
They have opinions of their - own.
Monkey dinners or moonlight bathing
parties do not interest them.
to
"New York is too colossal
be ruled by mere money
"Twenty years, ago the late Ward
McAllister ruled New York society
was his life. The books
The
and articles he wrote indicate that
he never thought of anything outside
of dinner, dance, or cotillon. The life
of the outside world did not concern
him in the least.
"The day of bizarre entertalnmentu
has passed
"Why should we object to an actor
in society? We are glad to meet a
.novelist oij a gallant soldier, a nmn
who has Invented something' that will
benefit the human race. They are far
more interesting people than those
whose only claim to distinction is
vast inherited wealth."
hold

that money

BOXES.

UNCAPPING

y

l,

Melting the Cappings as Fast as They
Are Sliced from the Combs.

The engraving' shows'my honey
and wax extractor for handling cap- pings; and, you will see, a capping-table- ,
etc; 'all. complete, writes J.- Y.
Peterson, in Bee Culture,
The cappings 'and 'the honey drop
through, the hole in the.top of the
table, and fall directly on the .tank
filled with boiling water, and the mass
at once melts and drains off into the
receiver, where the honey goes to the
bottom and the wax to the top. When
the' division line reaches a certain
level the honey escapes to the main
honey-taninto which the honey "runs;
.
also from the
1 used one of thesé machine's for
extracting
several weeks, ..and . It
worked perfectly, and at the.énd "of
each day I had no cappings, etc., to
use up time. On' the following morning I always had- a perfect Cake of
wax ready for market after removing

PACKING

Cheap and Convenient Method of
tecting Growing Chicks.

-

Remove the ltd from a dry goods,
box or large packing case and turn it
on its side. Saw some broom handles
for
to tit snugly within the box

GET YOUR FACE
STUBBED OUT

la

HETTY GREEN, whose social
has jumped almost
to fever heat within a month and
shows indications of going higher yet
clear to the top of the tube, where
the "400" mark Is Is having her face
made over at a beauty foundry and
planning an invasion of Newport
from the vantage point of a summer
cottage.
These are the two latest bulletins
in regard to Mrs. Green, who, having
blossomed into splendor In the society hothouse of the Plaza hotel,
gave a dinner there a few nights ago
that was declared quite the thing and
very recherche. Mrs. Green's ad

:

YORK Is a voracious city. It
that $4,000,000 a
day is spent for food and drink. A
gocdly portion of this sum flows Into
the lockers of the lobster palaces
and grill rooms In the white light
That there must be nome
district.
profit in lobster a la Newburg at
51.60 a bite and patle de fol gras at
ha fact
1 1.50 a smell is shown by

NEW Is estimated

Colony Shelter.

yard wide to the top front edge of
the box. Drive two sets of stakes in
he ground In front of the box and
uail a strip of wood across the top of
the muslin.
aach set to support
Heavy unbleached muslin can be had'
for seven or eight cents a yard at al
most any store, and if the ends are.
hemmed so they cannot fray i the '
pieces may be used for several sea-- ,
sons. The front ends of the canopy
are lashed to stakes driven In the
ground to which stout cord Is made
fast. Between the high stakes a perch
and here the.'
can be nailed-faschickens can take shelter from thp .
sun during the heat of thé day."
A number of these colony, shelters,
explains Orange Judd Farmer, can bo
made and placed in a field Inclosure
where, there are a large number Of
chickens. If the boxes can
at the store the cost of materials is
Insignificant compared to the benefit
to the poultry. Muslin is'preferable to
wood for a summer shelter. It Id light
and cool as well as vermin proof, for'
anything white is shunned by the little pests. To prevent wind rocking
it, it would be well to run two stanchion or guy ropes from the tops of the
high stakes out to pegs driven in the
ground, as shown at A.: To prevent
the wind from moving the box, drivo
some stakes In the ground close to
the bottom of the box and it cannot
t

'

be-hr-

g

move,

The Apparatus.

.

;

THINGS

TO

REMEMBER.

Suggestions for the Management
the Poultry.

of

it from the tank. It was then tieces

sary only to Mght the burners and go
ahead. Any water that might get
into the wax and honey from the un
capping-knifgoes' out in the steam
immediately, when it get3 on the tank
and the honey and wax slowly drain
incline. It takes
down the
but a very small flame to keep this
is heattank hot. The uncapping-knif- e
ed in the well for the purpose, which
is a part of this tank; any steam that
that "some of the idle money will be may generate escapes through this,
used to boost the eating game and and you always have a hot uncapping-knife- ,
increase the supply of fizz water this
and can here also see when the
ran, ror L,ongacre square is to nave water is gettin low, and pour more
two immense restaurants. That is, jn
it will if present plans get beyond
Besides the one I used I made three
the paper stage.
others for friends, and they used them
One of these places will have a seatwith equally good results. I used No.
ing capacity of 8,000, and as your 30 galvanized iron for the tank, which
New Yorker does not indulge accordIs three feet long, one inch deep and
ing to his palate, but his purse, and perfectly flat, with a rail on sides and
is fond of garish displays, It is proback as shown.
posed to make one of these lobster
The honey from this machine is not
palaces a modern hanging garden in the least colored, as Is the case in
of Babylon. When the dream Is fulthe old sun extractor, and the wax
filled one can stand In Longacre and does not need remeltlng, etc. You are
look up in the air and on the 'steenth
through, and have a finished job each
lloor Eee a real lake, real trees growday.
The honey has also a good
ing from truly mossy banks.
fceavy body. Ceca-id the evaporaV

Millions Spent Daily for Food and Drink

fast with long,
driven In from
end of a strip
long and one

honey-extracto-

pink-cheeke-

MRS.

perches, and nail them
slim, steel wire nails,
the outside. Nail one
of muslin two yards

k

ball-roo-

vance on the beauty parlors where
the treatm'ents she has been taking
recently have transformed her rath
er classic features into a blooming
whlte-haireresemblance to a
marquis of one of the old por
trait painters, was made diffidently
as became one venturing into an un
discovered country. It was predicted
persons when plain
by some
Hetty Green moved out of her inex
pensive "but homelike" Hoboken flat
and, casting economy to the winds
took title to a suite at the Plaza, that
she had "got society," instead of re
ligion. "You'll see," they said, know
Ingly. "Pretty soon she will be giv-inteas and dinners and bridge par
ties, owning an auto, and finally buy
ing a Fifth avenue mansion and
Newport villa.
Nothing short of
miracle can now save her from the
ravages of the bacillus of social ambition." It begins to look as if these
prophets knew whereof they spoke.

Pro-

-

Hetty Green Being Made Young Again
DR.FACEFiXER

CASE SHELTER.

e

one-inc-

h

In feeding a variety of feed, include
thé scraps from the table. They are
excellent..
To properly vary the feed, the hens
should have some kind of bulky feed
'
in addition to grain.
An overgrown male will not bo a
good breeder if mated to small hens.
The directly opposite is also true.
In raising poultry for market tho
profit lies in getting the chicks out
early and then pushing them forward
till market time.
Idleness induces feather pulling,"
consequently provide work for tho
hens. Hang up a raw bone aith meat
shreds attached where they can reach
IL.

The poultry house should be so situated that it will not- become damp
underneath. Damp' houses are worse
than damp yards, but both are to be
avoided.
Scalded Milk.'.
Some poultry raisers say that
scalded milk is good for. chicks that
have bowel trouble. We have never
tried It, but merely pass the sugges'
tion, along.

,
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A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

President
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F. A. ROY,
Vice Pres. and Treasurer.
Roy, New Mexico.

and Secretary,

Roy, New Mexico.
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V. S. BUSHKEVITZ,
Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.
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Land Locators and Surveyors
Homeseekers can obtain reliable information as to vacant lands, all surveys and Í
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.

reports are received of all the doings at the District'land office
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed.

Daily and weekly

Real Estate Bought and Sold
CALL AND LIST YOUR PROPERTIES

REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
AND LOANS
Our president is also an official county surveyor of Mora
county, with an experience of twelve years in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himself.
He is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofs and contests heard;
and managing editor of the
W buy and sell land, scrip, soldiers' additional homestead
rights, patented claims, etc.
We are in position to give you the very best information
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you may
Spanish-America-

COLLECTION

n.

want to buy or rent. Our listings arc complete in all kinds of
choice properties. Mr. P. A. Roy is the founder of our town and
pioneer settler of this county, president of the Roy Land and
Livestock Company, owner of Roy townsite, president Roy Trust
and Savings Bank and Mora County 'Publishing Company, and
many thousands of acres of patented land. By dealing with us
you deal with a reliable firm. ..
Our office is in charge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant secretary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
town. We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
..
lands.
Rates reasonable. Courteous treatment.

LAW BUREAU LAND MATTERS A SPECIALTY

AND

We can also .serve you with a Complete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES

,

A. A. BERENTZ, MUSTENO

NEW MEXICO
J. B. CARSON,

SOLANO

El

FOR SALE.

Hispano Americano

GO TO
land, about
three miles from Moquiero, which can
be irrigated from rich wells, at $12.50
per acre,
ASR onrpa nf hlnrlr rich hnttom land.
'
water very shallow, a good field for
an artes an d ow. at $25 ner acre, six
miles from Roy,
480 acre cattle ranch, a'bout one and
one-hal- f
miles from Roy, plenty of
water, fine shelter and enough farm
land to raise feed on for stock, price
$3,000, houses and fences.
160 acre farm and ranch, about one
miles west of Roy, plenty
and one-hal- f
of good water, price $1,000
320 acre farm and ranch one mile
from town, good Improvements and
fenced, fine spring and shallow water,
price $4,000.
20 patented 160 acre claims, all the
way from five to fifteen miles from
town, at $500 to $1,500 per claim
12 choice relinquishments
close to
town, all the way from $100 to $1,000.
Hotel furnished complete, two story
building and two corner lots, price
1,000 acres of alfalfa

Periódico Senanal.
Publicado por la Compañía Publicista del Condado de Mora (Inc.).

A.S.BUSHKEVITZ... Editor Principal
r

i,

toxttt,,,
2

.

PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION
,
Por un afio
$1.50
75
.
Por seis meses
.50
Por cuatro meses
La subscripción deberá pagarse
El Hispano Americano se envia a
todas las estafetas, y tiene una circu
lación grande y creciente entre la
gente Inteligente y progresista del
sudoeste.
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos requieren que cualquiera persona pagará por un periódico mientras continúe
tomándolo de la estafeta, aunque el
tiempo por el cual se suscribió haya
expirado.

The Mint Saloon
P.

1

&

SON, Props.

For the Best Wines, Liquors

Se

Cigars

The Best Imported and Domestic Liquors and
Cigars'. Courteous Attention
Given All Customers

Roy Trust and Savings Bank
CAPITAL, $15,000.00

PAID-U- P

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

Reglas de esta Redacción.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
á la resposabilklad del que las mande.
Esta redacción se reserva todo dere
cho de publicar comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje impro- $1,500.
pio se echarán al canasto del desperA bargain in four choice corner lots
dicio.
Si los comunicados son muy exten- with large dwelling house and the
hotel
sos la redacción tomará lo más im- finest location for an
portante para publiccacion.
and bar room, in the heart of town,
En política este periódico será Re price $1,500. .
publicano y defenderá sus principios,
For further information and particulars write or call on the Roy
Realty & Investment Company, Roy
DIRECTORIO OFICIAL.
New Mexico. The oldest and most re- 1.
i.
-.
I
name
iirm m 11..
lue luwn ui
ieail esiuiu
Territorial.
Tiolpp-nHaone
ana
KUJDusiness
en oí
iue cuenta
W W Andrpwa
speak for themselves.
Congreso.
George Curry Gobernador.
Nathan Jaffa Secretarlo.
Tickle Grass.
Wm. J. Mills Juez Superior,
C. V. G. Ward Procurador.
Secundino Romero Escribano de la
Corte.
Condado de Mora.
Malaquias Martinez Miembro del
Consejo. -E. H. Biernbaum Representante.
E. E. Studley Representante.
José Vibian Fresquez Juez de Pruebas.
Juan Navarro Escribano de Condado.
Juan B. Martinez Alguacil Mayor.
Charles U. Strong Tesorero y
1

FOSTER

H.

Dr. F. B. Evans, Vice President.

Frank A. Roy, President.

William C. Roy, Cashier.

.

V.

F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.

i

Oiir business methods are

We do general banking business.

conservative, and our safes and vaults are both burglar and fire
of the modern kind.

proof

'

We solicit your patronage.
"

New Mexico

Mora Co.,

Roy,

O

-

.

BAUM BROS.
TIN SHOP

We manufacture everything in our line. Galvanized stock, storage
tanks and stoves.
tanks, cisterns, water-wagon

'

ROY, MORA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO

r.

Albino Martinez Asesor.
Ricardo Martínez Superintendente
de Escuelas.
Alex. S. Bushkevitz Agrimensor.
Juan de Mata Mares, Damaclo
George V. Santistevan Comisionados de condado.
Precintos del Condado.
Mora Roberto Romero, J. P.; Juan
Anto Guiterraz, S. A.
Cleveland Epifanio Espinosa, J. P.;
Jacobo Pando, S. A.
Guadalupita José de Jesús Torres,
J. P.; Plácido Jaramillo, S. A.
Cherry Valley M. S.Wasson, J. P.
La Cueva Donaciano Gonzales, J.
P.; Luis Manzanares, S. A.
San José Manuel García, J. P.;
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
Golondrinas Ed F. Jager, J. P.
Ocaté Alejandro Mares, J. P.; "Julián Duran, S. A.
Holman Francisco Salazar, J. P.;
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
Wagon Mound Benito Vigil, J. P.
Armento Encarnación Garcia, J. P.
El Llano Delflno Pacheco, J. P.;
Francisco Lopez, S. A.
Chacon Juan P. Ortega, J. P.; Por
firio Pacheco, S. A.
Abuelo Benigno Trujillo, J. P.;
José U. Garcia, S. A.
Cármen Jacobo Lobato, J. P.; Godóves Vigil, S. A.
Corrillera Epifanio Martinez, J. A.;
Juan C. Blea, S. A.
Turquillo Marino Gonzales, J. P
Cesario Gallegos. S. A.
Gascon José- - H. Martinez, J. P.;
Aniceto C. Archuleta, S. A.
Rov Guadalupe Garcia, J. P.: Wm.
A. Brummage, S. A.
Watrous Francisco Gonzales, J
Ta-foy-

.

Pumps, gas pipes, windmills, well casing, etc.

JOCKEY CLUB SALOON
LEANDRO

If I had the talent to make people
laugh as easily as a baby does when
it grins, shows one tooth and says
"Goo!" I guess I'd have things coming
my way all right, all right!

ARCHULETA, Proprietor.

The Best Imported and Domestic Liquors and Cigars
Courteous attention given all customers.
Clark's Pure Rye and

it it it

Whiskey our Specialty.

V

An Indiana novelist says his hero

ine's eyes are like blackberries. This
being the case, she will be compelled
to marry a scarcecrow to keep the
birds from picking out her eyes.

it it it

Why can't women go visiting or re
ceive
visitors without making so
much work? There are a lot of wom
doing things
en worked, out
that might as well be left undone.

THIRD DOOR SOUTH OF POSTOFFICE

x

IBank of

it it it

New York clerk made $30,000 out
stamp, and lives; but a
of a
Chicago woman dropped dead, while
playing cards, upon discovering that
every card in her hand was a trump!
These
schemes have
their drawbacks.

'

,

pri lier

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.

f"J

:r2..y

CAPITAL PAID VP

V'
$30,000

it it it

and ,the open
Long may
they wave! I don't have to ride on
either of them. The suburban for me.
I would rather live one month in the
country right now than a year in
Chicago flat Nothing doing for your
variety of
Uncle By on this
existence. The simple life may be
exceedingly simple at times but in
the country a fellow can always take
his shoes off and drop them on the
floor with a thud if he wants to. None
of your velvety,
existence
for me.
Tne

ROY, NEW MEXICO
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to-da-
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end-sea-
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street car. nave arrived.

;

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

S. Floersheim, Vice President.
C. N. Blackwell, President.
D. J. Devine, Cashier.
R. E. Alldredge.
M. M. Salazar.
C. W. Gillespie.

hot-hous- e
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NEAREST BANKING TOWN
TO ROY

master.

Holloway,

Lincoln

county,

F.

Capture of Indian Outlaw.
An Albuquerque dispatch of June
10th says: Dick Eagle,, the Cherokee
Indian who deliberately shot and killed
Santiago Vallo, a Pueblo Indian, near
Bluewater, New Mexico, a week ago,
was captured yesterday át Needles,
California, and was brought here tonight by Sheriff Baca, of Valencia
county.
Eagle, who led the officers an arduous chase all over northern Arizona,
is also charged with attempting to murder J. W. Moss, an Indian trader at
Chaves, New Mexico, several days
after the killing of the Pueblo. The
Cherokee who was formerly a barber
here, killed Vallo because the latter
refused to take a drink with him, and
beat in the head of Moss after robbing
his store.
Moss is still lingering between life
and death.
Eagle is one of the most desperate
and vicious men in the territory and
is being closely guarded.

to be

servéU from Corona, eight miles to the

northeast, and Eichel, nine miles to
the south. James M. Holloway' has
been appointed postmaster.
'
Prairie View, ..uQay county, to be
served from Portales, eight miles to
the west. Manley C. Hadges has been
appointed postmaster.
View, Quay county; to be
: Prairie
served irom Puerto, eight miles to
the north. Thomas HQolden has been
appointed postmaster. Felice A. Hilton has' been commissioned postmaster at San Antonio, Socorro county.
The name of the postofflce at Victoria, Dona Ana county, has been
changed to La Mesa. Harry D. Nelson
has been appointed postmaster.
,

New Mexico Iron Mines.

Ruslt for Licenses.

.

wth William

ly, Socorro county
Gordon In charge.

Postoffices Established.
Postoffices have been established as
follows In New Mexico:
Forrest, Quay county, to he served
eight miles to the northfrom .Plain,
east. ' Mary Farr has been appointed
postmaster.
Harris, Quay county, to be served
from House, ten miles to the east. Otty
YV. Harris has been appointed post-

All iederal licenses expire on July
1st and there is a rush for licenses in
the office of Internal Revenue Collector
Henry P. Bardshar.
The United
States' fiscal year begins July 1st, and

in order to have licenses when required in order to transact business,
dealers in New Mexico and Arizona,
the two territories coming under the
Santa Fe internal revenue office, are
applying ahead of time.
There are more applications from saloon men than from other business
callings. This is because there are
more saloons than any other kind of
business in the two territories that
require government licenses. With
this there are more cases where saloon
men are accused of violating the internal revenue Jaws. . than. Irom my
,'
..
other business.- ..

t

,

"Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
The Grady Bank and Trust Company.
This corporation proposes to do a general banking business in the city of
Grady, Quay county. It is incorporated
with a capital stock of $15,000 and according to the articles of incorporation
expects to do a general banking business. The incorporators are Alexander A. Maxwell, of Texlco, E. E. Hull,
of Texico and C. C. Marshall of Texlco.
The Oasis Development Company,
with a capital stock of $25,000, with
principal office at Artesia in charge
This company
of John B. Enfield.
proposes to develop land by Irrigation and states that it will do a real
estate and brokerage business. Its incorporators are J. C. Gage, John B. Enfield, William Benson, Jesse T. Collins, E. C. Higglns, Clarence Ullery,
Herbert Fitzgerald, George U.
Guy Brainard, D. W. Runyon,
Dr. M. M. Inman, of Artesia, Eddy
county.
The Ranchos Orchard and Land
Company with a capitalization of $150,-00and principal office at Taos, Taos
county, with Joseph B. Warner in
charge. This company proposes to reclaim lands, sell water rights, build
power plants, locate Bettlers and
other essential things in the development Df land. Its officials are Albert
L. Barke, president, Peter L. Thorson,

Thirty men were put at work on the
12th inst. by the Colorado Fuel & Iron
Company on the Oro Quay iron deposits in the new placer district thirty
miles Bouth of Santa Fe, to begin the
preliminary work of preparing the deposits for extensive working. The deposits have been: leased from the Oro
Quay Gold Mining and Reduction Company, which retains the right to mine
the extensive gold, copper and silver
veins on the property which consists of
eleven claims..
A railroad- - will be built from the
Santa Fe to the iron mines, going via
the Hagan coal fields, there connecting
with the Santa Fe Central.
The Iron deposits are of higher grade
more extensive and 200 miles nearer
to the company's smelters at Pueblo
than its celebrated iron mines at Fier
ro, Grant county.' The deal was closed
for the company by Judge D. C. Bea
- - man.
--

.

..
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STEWED KIDNEY AND TOMATO.
Disli, That

Will Be Appreciated
Change in Menu.

os

One and
pounds of kidney,
one pound of tomato, two teaspoon-ful- s
of chopped parsley, one teaspoon
of salt, half a teaspoonful of pepper,
two small onions, one ounce of flnuc,
dripping.
two tablespoonfuls
of
When fresh tomatoes are not procurable, canned ones may be used.
Remove the core and cut the kidney
in slices about a quarter of an inch
thick. Mix together the flour, salt,
pepper and half the parsley. Melt the
dripping in a saucepan, slice the
onions, and fry them a golden brown
In the dripping.
Dip the pieces of kidney in the sea
soned flour, then put them In the pan
with the dripping, put the lid on the
pan, and let the contents cook gently
for ten minutes, turning the kidney
occasionally. Cook the tomatoes until
soft, either in the oven or on the fire;
then rub them through a leve, add to
the puree the rest of the parsley and
the vinegar. Drain off as much of the
fat as possible from the kidney, and
add the tomato puree, bring to a boil,
then let It simmer gently for 15 min
'
:
SGcrct&ry
utes.
The Magdalena Tunnel Company,
of mashed potaArrange
a
border
which proposes to do extensive min- toes 'in a hot dish and put the kidney
ing business in Socorro county. Its
in the center.
principal office will be located at Kel- - and sauce
one-hal-

f

Mc-Crar-

0
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INVEST IN TOWN LOTS

NEW MEXICO, is
NORTHEASTERN
situated on the Dawson branch of the
K, P. & S. W. railroad and in the famous Black Lake Mesa country, fifty-on- e
miles north of Tueumeari, and with
a surrounding country of fifty miles in
every direction without railroad points.
vicinThe free homes in the near-b- y
A (i K A N D AUCTION SALE OK TOWN
ity, a choice lot of relinquishments and
LOTS AVHX TAKE 1M.ACE AT
of
chance
lands,
this
the
deeded
make
MOQUERO ON JULY 9 & lO a lifetime to secure a home and profitawhen we "will offer for sale a choice ble investment.
Sperlnl .tnilnn nnil excursions Trill be
to the
lot of residence and business lots
highest bidder for cash and on the in- run from' nil purts to Moquero for the
Urnnd Lot Siil.
stallment plan.
For further information address
MOQUERO. THE COMING TOWN OP
no Invextnient so sure n

land
Jve larger reThoul.otN.
independent
sands of men have madeWhy
you?
not
lots.
town
in
fortunes
A few dollars invested now may mean
near
you
future.
in the
n fortune to

There

I

ii n d no InveHtnientd lint
turn no niiii-- iin Town

MOQUERO LAND AND LOCATING CO.
COULD, NEW MEXICO

ROY, NEW MEXICO
The fast growing and prosperous lit
tle town of about 500 inhabitants, lo
cated on the Dawson Branch of the El

TOO

CA

GONZALEZ

Builder

Paso and Southwestern system In the
eastern part of Mora county, has since
its opening to the new comer ' and
homeseeker on January 1, 1907, shown
a wonderful development as to popula
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
tion and agricultural pursuits, about
800 homesteaders and desert entries
were filed On since that date and more
are coming in with every excursion, it is Stone Work, Carpenter and Plasterer.
now the largest precinct in the county
as to size and populationThe town is coming to the front with
Adobe-makina Specialty.
modern and
business houses,
in :iplte of the money stringency; build
ings are erected in all parts of the
First-claRatea
town, yet there are a good many busi1.50 and $2.00
ness opportunities and chances for any Accommodations
kind of investment.
There are many thousands of acres of
good level agricultural
land around
Roy, that may be filed on under the
Homestead desert land laws.
During the past season the first ex
ROY, N.
perience by the new farmers proved
that anything can be grown on our soil,
Ilomeseekers can obtain satisfactory
such as wheat, oats, corn, sugar cane, rates by asking for same.
kafflr corn, mllo Maize and vegetables,
A. P.'duNCAN, Prop.
as good as can be grown In the eastern
states.
Water can be gotten at a depth of 30
to 150 feet, anywhere around Roy. Well
drillers have not failed yet in obtaining
water for those for whom they have
J. M. WILBURN, Prp.
drilled.
The town of Roy will in the very near
future be the county seat of a new
Accomodations
at Reasoncounty, as its adjacent vicinity is des First-clas- s
able Rates.
tined to be the most prosperous comn
munity in the
part of
New Mexico.
A. S. Bushkevitz, Pres.
Max M. Bushkevitz, Vice Pres.
A. Bushkevitz, See. and Treaa.
MORA COUNTY
g

m

Oriental Hole
n.

HOTEL ROY

north-easter-

Area, 2,542 square miles.
Population, 13,000; the census of 1900 gave It a
population of 10,304. Assessed valuation, $1,175,823. County seat, Mora.
Mora, Wagonmound, La
Postoflices.
Cueva, Cleveland, Guadalupita, Chacon,
Oc'ate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak,
Weber,
Shoemaker,"
Watrous,
Mills, Ledoux.
Mora. County's agricultural products
exceed those In value of any other New
Mexico county, and it can rightfully
claim the! honor of being the leading
agricultural county in . the territory.
However, its range interests- exceed in
value even its agricultural wealth. Yet
its area Is only 2,542 square miles, be-

Western

Great

Gommercial Go.

Hol-m'a-

v
..

(INCORPORATED).

Capital Stock $25,000
ROY, MORA CO

,

NEW MEXICO

Dr. L. H. McConnell

ing less than that of any other county,
excepting Santa Fe, Taos, and Bernalillo; still this area is more than twice
that of Rhode- Island and 600 square
miles greater than that of the state of
Delaware, According to the census of
1900, its population Is 10,304, or four
people to the square mile, a density of
population exceeded only by Santa Fe, CALLS ANSWERED DAY and NIGHT
Bernalillo, and Taos counties.
The county is mountainous, the main
ridge of the Rocky mountains passing
through its western part, while the
ROY, NEW MEXICO
foothills extend almost to the eastern
boundary. Some of the peaks rise to
an altitude of over 13,500 feet, while
C.
the lowest point in the county has an
altitude of 4,000 feet.
The hills are generally timbered, and
Attorney -- at- Law
a portion of the Pecos River Forest Recounty.
main
From the
serve is in the
range, broken by the foothills, the mesa
extends gently sloping toward the I ATTEND TO ALL LEGAL
S
southeast. There are picturesaue can
yons and fertile valleys, making the.
BEFORE ALL THE TERRItopography a very broken one. The
'county Is almost entirely in the drainage basin of the Canadian River,, the
TORIAL COURTS.
LAND
Mora River, a tributary of the Canadian. Other tributaries of the CanaA
SPECIALTY,
MATTERS
dian in the county are the Ocate,:the
Vérmelo, and the El Paulo. The Sweet
The
Ocate.
water is a tributary of the
principal tributaries of the Mora are
the Coyote, the Cebolla, the Sapello, the Clayton
- New Mexico
Guadalupita, and the Lobo. The Pecos
River rises in the western part oí' the
Union Co.
county, and so does the Santa Cruz, the
latter belonging to the drainage basin
of the Rio Grande.' The tributaries of
the Mora drain about 40 miles in
length of the eastern slope of the
Rocky mountains and play an important part in the determination of the
stream flow.
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER,

Physician and
Surgeon

E. Farrington

MAI-TER-

;

A.

A BARGAIN
If tahen at once

S. Bushkevitz

COUNTY SURVEYOR
NOTARY PURMC.
JOHN FLORENCE,
Chief Deputy at Mora, New Mexico.
F. A. ROT,
Assistant Chief Deputy at Roy, New
Moxico.

Acres deeded land.
Acres rough pasture and
farming land,
level
120 Acres good
stone houses, good springs and 160
acre relinquishment adjoining; good
rich, sandy loam
Will do well by employing an official
miles to Gould, 6 miles to Mo surveyor and thua get correct line and
quero, a railway lownsue.
numbers.
AI.l, FOR $1,750.
Can make land filings, final proofs
commence contests, In fact anyMoquero Land & Locating Co. and
thing that you may require done in
business, to which we will
land
the
N. M
1G0
40

HOMESEEKERS

soil.-Thre-

COULD,

e

correctly and promtly attend.

ALUM TO KILL INSECTS.

THE SPANISH AMERICAN
--

AND

EL HISPANO AMERICANO

Guaranteed to Drivt Away Enemies of
Domestic Peace.

Managing Editor.
Editor,

Dissolve two pounda of alum In
three quarts of water. Let It remain
over night until all alum is dissolved.
Then with a brush, apply boiling hot
to joints or crevices in the closet or
shelves where crotón bugs, ants, cockroaches, etc., intrude; also joints and
crevices of bedsteads, as bedbugs can
not live where this solution is ap-

A. S. BUSHKEVITZ,

É.

II.

Roy, New Mexico.
BIERNBAUM,
Asst.
Mora, New Mexico.

Weekley, Newspapers.
Published by The Mora County
lishing Co,, Inc.
Roy and Mora, N. M.,

Pub-

Entered at
for transmission through the
mails as second class matter.
One year $2.00; six
Subscription:
months $1.00; if paid In advance $1.50
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
County, N. M. All communlcltanos
are to be addressed to Alex. 3. Bush-kevitSecretary, Roy, N. M.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Americano, at Mora, N. M. Official newspapers and printers of the County of
Mora. The largest and best newspapers in Mora County and have the
largest circulation.
post-offic-

es

'
plied.
To keep woolens and furs from
moths ,be sure that none are in the

article when put away; then take a
piece of strong brown paper, with not
a hole through which even a pin can
enter. Put the article in it with several lumps of gum camphor between the
folds; place this in a closed box. Cover
every joint with paper. A piece of
cotton cloth, If thick and firm, will anNotice to Advertisers.
Display áds 15c an Inch a week and swer. Russian leather, tobacco leaves,
local liners one cent a word an issue. whole cloves, also are used to preserve furs or woolens from moths.
Mora County PubllNhlng Co., Inc.,
Mice never get into trunks or drawRoy and Mora, New Mexico.
ers where gum camphor is placed.
SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1908.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS.
z,

French Land & Irrigation Go.
SPRINGER,

C. E.
40,000 ACRES OF

Capital $300,000

N. M.

Hartley, Resident Agent.

IRRIGATED

LAND FOR SALE

Reservoirs & Ditches
will all be completed
.by March 1, 1908.

in the 50,000-acrtract recently
purchased of Captain French, adjoining Springer on the north and
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER RIGHT INthe richest quality, capable of proCLUDED in EACH SALE.
ducing every variety of crops
adapted to this climate.
e

CHANCE

NOW IS YOUR

.

This Land Will

TO

GET A CHEAP HOME.

Be Sold on

Easy Terms

Correspondence and Interviews
vited.

ROY.
If pecan nuts are soaked over night
in water when cracked the kernels
will come out whole.
Sun blinds and shades should be un
rolled and examined to see If they remiles quire mending or cleaning. The best
Southwestern railway, sixty-ninway to mend a tear is to coagullne a
north of Tucumcarl and forty-twmiles east of Springer. Stock raising piece of the same material on at the
and farming the industries. Immigra back.
A garment made of almost any ma
tion coming rapidly. Large quantities
may be creamed with tea. Make
terial
land open for settle- the tea strong
of government
and soak the garment
ment. Population, 500. . Altitude, 6,525 will in it. Iron the garment before
feet. .
it dries and the color will be a pretty
We give below a list of the leading cream. The tea does not streak the
goods as coffee does and is a prettier
enterprises of Roy:
color and less expensive than the
Depot on the E. P. & S. W.
creaming substance that is bought.
Postofflce.
After cooky dough has been pre
Meat market.
pared instead of using a cutter In the
One general wholesale and retail old way turn out part of the dough at
store.
a time on bread board and with the
hand roll a long round roll about five
Tin shop.
inches thick. Then with a sharp knife
Barbar shop.
f
'
í
cut off in small pieces about
Two hotels.
inch thick; place in baking pan and
Four saloons.
give plenty of room to swell or spread.
Newspaper.
Will bake In perfect shape and is
Two lumber yards.
much quicker.
Bank.
IN THE HOME.
Two general stores.
T
, Bakery.
An open fire Is certainly a happy
. Blacksmith shop.
feature in it.
One United States commissioner.
Chairs that can be sat upon are a
One United States Court commls more necessary essential than some
sioner.
housewives think. '
'
I
Two surveyors.
In the living room there must be a
'
softly shaded light placed low for read
i
Two lawyers.
ing and sewing.
,
One real estate firm,
Readable books and magazines lying
Vj Y '
'
Two locators.
j
j
around loose are one of the important
Justice of the peace.
things.
Eight notaries public.
A carpet that can be walked on by
Live stock company.
the family is much better than one
preserved for the sacred feet of stran
Two restaurants.
gers.
One contractor and builder.
Stilted "suits" of furniture are a
Two doctors..
good thing to avoid; also loud papers
One dentist.
and highly colored pictures.
Good opening for the the following
As to tobacco smoke and dust well,
branches of business:
thére have been homes with them and
General wholesale and retail store
places without-thethat utterly failed
to' be homes.
Grain, seed and feed store.
Cheerfulness and love and mutual
Hardware and Implement store.
accommodation as to tastes go further
Drug store.
s
to make a real home than
Barber Bhop.
spotlessness and everlasting over
Meat shop.
sight.
Blacksmith shop.
Bakery and confectionary ,
Training Day Gingerbread.
"i
pint of. buttermilk, one'
Use one-hal- f
Grocery store. v
' Laundry.
half pint of golden molasses, one-hal-f
I
pint of butter, two teaspoons each of
Building contractor.
soda and ginger and one of salt. Melt
Planing mill.
butter, molasses, ginger and salt togeth
Modern hotel.
er; add the milk in which the soda has
Tailor shop.
been dissolved. Thoroughly mix these
ingredients.
Now add enough flour
to make a thin batter. Into this beat
;
thoroughly and one at a time four
eggs.
Add enough flour to make a
LIVERY, FEED AND BOARDING
s
firm dough. Roll in sheets
STABLE. - ...
of an inch thick; put into light,
Rigs,
New
and
Horses
Driving
Fine
ly floured tin, cut Into squares three
Prompt Service.
by four inches and bake in a moderate
North Main St... 3 Doors South of P. O oven. Good for school lunches.
A prosperous and growing new town
in the eastern part of Mora county on
the Dawson branch of the El Paso &
e

RSora

County Publishing Go.

o

INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
A. S. Bushkevitz, Secretary.

PUBLISHERS OF

THE

one-hal-

'

English Edition)

SPANISH AMERICAN

.

'

Trinidad Lucero, Vice Pres't
E. II. Biernbaum, Treasurer

F. A. Roy, President

AND

EL HISPANO AMERICANO

.

Spanish

Edition)

ONLY AND OFFICIAJj PRINTERS OF MORA
A. S. Bushkevitz, Managing

COUNTY

Editor.

E. H. Biernbaum, Assistant Editor.
NEW MEXICO

ROY AND MORA

:

j

over-zealou-

Remington
Typewriter
is the standard of the world,

.

by which all vothers . are
measured.

-

Leandro Archuleta

.

three-fourth-

Remington Typewriter Company
(Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

In-

Official Directory

with but little labor and Investment
f capital. Clay for
red
nd white sandstone, and limestone ex
ist In large quantities and of commer- lal quality. Near vvaion Mount de
posits of alum are reported.
THE STOCK INDUSTRY.
According to this year's assessment
county
the
has about 15,000 cattle, 76,- la sheep, and 3.000 goats. As a mat
ter of fact these figures should be mul- ipneu at least by two. The wool Dro- duced In the county amounts to about
liiu.uiiii pounds annually, and the cattle
shipped out annually total almost 83
many as the assessment credits the
county with. It has an ideal range and
the raising and rattening of beef cattle
s one
of the principal industries
around Wagon Mound, Watrous, and
other settlements. The eastern portion
s uevored entirely to stock
raising
The mesas support numerous nocks of
sheen and herds of cattle. This im
mense stock range Is well watered and
has good shelter In its breaks and
canons. The grass Is very nutritious.
being black gramma and blue joint, and
in most years is cut for hay, yielding
as nigh as two tons to the acre. For
tunes have been made in Mora county
by stock raising, and the man who pos
sesses capital, some experience and
business ability can invest money to
no better purpose than in this In
dustry.

United States as they had been to
Mexico, and many of them fought in
the Federal ranks during the Civil
War. In 1860 the county of Mora was
created out of part of the county of
taos. it naa seven precincts then, one
of the precincts, No. 4, Rayado, later
being erected into the counties of Colfax and Union. Being off the line of
railroad in greater part, many primitive ways still prevail side by side
with advanced civilization, adding not
a little to the plcturesqueness and
charms of the section.
SETTLEMENTS.
Wagon Mound and Mora are the prin
cipal towns in Mora county and are
treated under the head of Cities and
towns of New Mexico."
Watrous. on the San Miguel county
line, is next in importance as a ship
ping point, being the second largest
settlement on the Santa Fe railway In
the county. Alfalla and lruit are
raised to a large extent around Watrous. There are two large store, a
blacksmith shop, two churches, and a
schoolhouse.
One and a half miles
from Watrous the Santa Fe railway Is

Freight wagons and the
prairie schooners made the trip In six
monrns, ana some took a whole year
to make a return trip. The place was
TERRITORIAL.
to the traveler an oasis and a bulwark
against the marauding Indians. Th
W. H. Andrews. . .Delegate in Congress
old
New
of
Mexico
fort is 6,700 feet above sea level
George Curry. .Governor
Secretary
and situated In a valley twenty-flv- e
J. W. Reynolds
Chief Justice
miles long and five miles wide. The
Wm. J. Mills
Turkey Mountains lies to the east.
District Atty
S. B. Davis
while to the west rise the majestic
Secundino Romero. District Sourt Clerk
slopes of the Rock mountains. The fort
COUNTY.
was abandoned in 1891. An extinct craCouncilman
Malaqulas Martinez
ter lies between it and Ocate, and for
Representative
K. H. Blernbuum
many miles around lava is piled up.
Representative
E. E. Studley
Guadalupita is situated twelve miles
Jose Vivian Frezquiez. . .Probate Judge
north of Mora In a beautiful valley
Probate Clerk
Juan Navarro
surrounded by high mountains. The
Sheriff
Juan B. Martinez
vaney round about Is well watered bv
Chas. L1. Strong. Treasurer and Collector
several small streams, the chief of
Assessor
Albino Martinez
which Is the Coyote, which gets Its
THfiarrirt Martinez
flow from the Black Lakes. In Colfax
Superintendent of Schools
. ;
county.
There Is a sawmill, general
Surveyor
Alex S. Bushkevitz
store, a church, and a school In the
noara or
Juan de Mata Mares
settlement, which also has a postoffice.
County
numuoin 'i'iifova
May, grain, potatoes and legumes are
Geo. V. Santistevan J Commissioners
raised in large quantities, but the chief
PRECINCT.
industry is stock raising. Many thou
Peace
of
the
sand sheep graze In the hills, and on
Justice
Guad Garría
Deputy Sheriff
operating a stone quarry which at the mountains browse many herds of .
Wm. A. Brumage
nit un nil' KDUCATION.
times employs from 300 to 400 men, cattle. Grass comes very urly In tha
Chairman
supplying ballast for the railway spring, and therefore catna do excepAlex S. Bushkevitz
tionally well. The winters are mild.
Clerk
iiaxmnn nrwtrimnn
track. Two train loads of stone are The
Member
road to the Black Lakes, Cimarron,
shipped daily. Population, 350.
Lucas Vigil
passes
Elizabethtown,
and
Taos
Cleveland, better known as san An
through Guadalupita, crossing tho
Mora,
tonio,
miles
of
west
throe
lies
AVEA1TH..
twenty-threCoyote
e
times in the canIn the Mora valley. Two stores, a sawAGRICULTURE.
The assessment of 1907 gives the tax
mill, and postoltice are here. Popula on. Many a fishing party finds Its
wuy
county as $1.17j,
to
canyon
or to the Black
this
county
To
agriculture.
in
The
leads
600.
able wealth of Morai'1.145
over the pre gether with Taos couriiy it was the tion.
u'ft an innrinix of
Agua Negra Is four miles west of Lakes, where trout fishing, as well as
gives
1906
of
yields
hunting,
census
sport. Popuyear.
muny
excellent
The
granary of the southwest for
Mora, also in the Mora vallev. It lias
vious
wealth of years, and Del
ore the advent or the a postoltice, one store, a Protestant lation, 250.
the value of agricultural
real
Turquino Is six miles north of Guaus $2,581,000, but the
the county
railroads caravans came from far and church, a mission school, and a saw
...ooith of Hio rnnntv undoubtedly ap near to secure wheut and other agri
mill. At this point the main road to dalupita. There are two sawmills in
the valley, with an almost inexhaustproximates $0.000,000. During the past cultural products. Even today from Mora starts. Population, 500.
fiscal year 100,000 acres were settled 2i to f0 wagons, loaded with agricul
Rito de la Anua Negra is fifteen ible supply of timber to draw on. Hay,
upon by homesteaders, under the fed- tural products, are cn the road daily miles west of Mora and is the center of grain, and the legumes are the prinPotatoes, - however, are
laws.
land
or
Vegas
to
and
valley
Las
Mora
the best oats and potato producing cipal crops.
eral
from the
Mora Is one of the few counties in to Wagon Mound. Five acres produce valley In the county. It has two stores, grown to un Immense size. A number
appropri-..i
area
nf
promisi..
the
mineral prospects are in
13,605 pounds of oats, or 85 bushels to a Protestant church, a Catholic church,
the Territory where
the nraa of public lands. the acre. Potatoei yield from 3 to ü and Protestant mission school. Popu- - tne near-b- y
mountains, but not devol- entry
under
oped to any extent. Population, 350.
The area still subject to
tons per acre, Mora county being one lation, 600,
coyote is seven miles northeast of
Federal land laws is vou.uuu acie,
the
Cebolla lies in a rich valley divided
few. parts of the southwest
...v,n n,nt gnnrnnrlnlnil is 830.000 acres of the potatoes
Mora. It is in a narrow valley about
by
valley
successfully.
a
mountain
Mora,
from
are
raised
the
where
county
mile wide, with high mountains and
The agricultural lands nf Mora
Irrigation Is not needed to raise crops range. A large reservoir supplies irriare valued on the ussessor s books at0
The Drinclpal crops are wheut. oats, gation water to the many fertile farms, bluffs on all sides. Stock raising and
' $225,000 and the grazing lands at
agriculture
are the main industries. A
rye,
potatoes,
and wheat, hay, and oats being tne princicorn, barley,
that alfalfa,
general store and a postoftice are found
but the census of 1900 shows
vegetables. Horticulture is a very suc pal products. Population, 400.
as
times
six
they are worth at least
La Cueva is situated five miles east here. There are several fine orchards
cessful pursuit, and the fruit raised
concentrator situated
,.,
much.
.
here will stand comparison with that of Mora and Is supplied with water n the Isvalley. Apresent,
CLIMATE.
although con
Idle at
there
In
United
States.
anywhere
the
from the Mora river, it is tne
raised
Mo
siderable work Is being done on tha
ni,a the rout nf New Mexico. tha Its flavor is unsurpassed and in size
of the La Cueva Ranch Comprospects
mi
fine
climate
n
mineral
the vicinity.
.n,mt oninvH
neerless
and color it. nas no equa:. tram me pany. A Catholic and a Protestant Copper
trou-i.iIs the principal ore, some of
valleys l&.uuu church, and a Protestant mission
Mora and adjoining
is a speclllchio-i- for lung and throat
purity
of
nHitiule. the
There are it assaying as high as 85 per cent.,
of oats nre shipped annually school are maintained.
its pounds
gold, silver, and lead.
Its atmosphere, the grandeur of and
nd about 2,0(U,UUU pounos or corn, also two blacksmith shops at the place. besides carrying
fonuiation, zuu.
scenery, its pines spruce, cedar secr.nniiirli wheat is raised to supply and Population, 500.
Llano del Coyote Is two miles east
pinon forests make it an ideeul
keen lnisv the vear around one modern
Golondrinas lies thirteen miles east
gnat Mora and fifteen miles west of Wa of Coyote. Its resources are chiefly
tion for homes and a healt
roller mill and six water-powraising and farming. It has two
stock
watsurrounding
is
valley
The
paradise. The annual in the summer mills.
.
. trous.
and occurs mostly
The homeseeeker can purchase íann ered by the Mora and the Cebolla. stores, one church, a school, and a
temin
extremes
uniler cultivation at from $10 Farmlne and stock raising are rue blacksmith shop. It is situated In an
months. There are hosummer
or winter,, toliendv
perature either in
$40 per acre. Mora county produces principal industries. Alfalfa and other open valley, watered by the Coyote.
sunshiny
mild and
the winters being cool,
beets verv ricll in saecnarine hay. all kinds of cereals, legumes, and population, 300.
and even cold siieiir
The
MORA COUNTY'S FUTURE.
and the summers
matter and yielding ft henvy crop to fruits are the principal products. postsections.
mountainous
at night in the fishing and hunting in the acre. The. extraordinaryperpurity of settlement has one store and a
Now Is the time to settle In Mora
good
high
of
ntlli'p.
2;i0.
cent
on.
is
Hinsn
Pomilat
heets
There
county. The building of branch rail
are good and
Cherry Valley is fifteen miles east roads into the county will
have created a demand for them.
the country; roads tourists
greatly in- -'
and health siiE-iipursued
for
m
farming
is
Bnippeu
nave
and
Watrous,
of
been
quantities
and
crease land values and will bring many
and Hie Colorado beet-sugsubstantial
but
us
plain
are
mod
most
factories
the
with
in
seekers
accordance
here
opportunities for the establishment of
nomFnrtnllle.
an experiment; but, owing to the cost ern methnrls. The vallev is watered new Industries, the development of laRAILROADS.
of freight and the difficulty of taking from the Mora river, ditches being tent resources, the building of new
i
taken out on both sides of the river towns and the growth of the older
north to the beets to the rauroaa, sugar-uee-would
Mora county is crossed f rom Railway.
nnri wHteriner thousands of acres. Al
raising is not ns profitable as it
l'e
With Its Ideal climate, its
south by the lagreat Santa
or two were lo falfa, corn, oats, and all Kinds or rruits settlements.
ttie nver 40 miles. A he ir n murar tofactory
of water, Its undeveloped
ii.v
field. Labor are raised. Vegetables attain an Im- abundance
beet
the
nearer
has
to
Moia
cated
Vegas
resources,
county promises in tne
Mora
Las
from
railroad
and mense size. Hundreds of cattle, fat near future to become
an extension from Is cheap, water power abundant,which
one of the most
been surveyed, andcontemplated.
adjoining
roam
on
secured,
the
factors
sleek,
fuel
ensilv
and
Mori
densely
populated
is
and richest sections
Mora to Taos
Dy
for Ha de- -- would contribute much to the success mesas, while sheep graze peaceruny
great
of
tho
Southwest.
county needs more railroads heavy
ropu
;
tonthe thousands in this section,
factories.
t nr.
of beet-sugto on id nlve
in Hon ir.n
The fn nwlne are ine principal hkii
nage. to such. The building of railroads
e
Agua
twenty-livwesr
ot
mnes
o. cultural valleys: The Mora and
Ocate is
io ioo tn the. establishmentraw
Moo-rWagon Mound, near the dividing line
vnllev near v a under cultiva
many industries for which the
CHURCHES.
miles long. In Us hotween Mora and Colfax counties.
can be furnished by the tion, is twenty-tw- o
bounty? for which the fuel and water narrowest place it is 400 yards wide I'here are 1.200 settlers In this fertile
Rev. Father
CATHOLIC CHURCH
12
stores,
general
miles;
the
five
has
Ocate
of
vnllev.
about
len
fho
markets
for
Ant Celller, parftar.
V'a . there, and home
Services held
do
2 to 3 miles
would
a
carrying
stock
that
10
are
from
each
miles
monthly.
of service
Notices
of
other
date
found.
could easily be
valley is iu muas credit to a city store. There are two will be posted a week in advance. Nowide. The Cebolla
- TIMBER.
3
sev
wide.
1
miles
to
fniir
and
churches
sehoolhouses.
long
and from
tify the pastor of sick calls.
eral blacksmith shops. The town Is
The Guadalupita vaney is o inu.i
Many parts, especially In the mounn.,,1 a mile
wide along the Guadalu- - most beautifully situated, being sur
are henvllv timbered districts.
Rev.
METHODIST
EPISCOPAL.
monn
''
tniren tn' urotect some nitn nml then runs 10 miles to Lucero, rounded bv high
pastor. Services held in
Urlmmel,
In
mile
Valley
a
Is
with
of
on
dotted
.iver.To-liiBOcate
a
the
nuarter
The
nhniit
especially
tains.
school house first Sunday In every
of the timber sections,
not
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DELICACIES

BRYANT TABLE

a

WM. C. ROT,
Sec'y and Treaa

P. ROT,
Vice President'

FRANK A. ROT,

President

The Roy Land and Live Stock Go.

FOR DAINTIES OF ALL
SORTS.

'

(INCORPORATED.)

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

Tomato Macaroni That May or May
Not Be Served with Cheese
Picnic Jelly Packed In
' '
Egg Shells.,

ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OP

ROY TOWNS ITE

two
Tomato
Macaroni.
Break
'
ounces of macaroni Into short lengths,
DEALERS IN
rapí
NEW MEXICO throw Into boiling water, and boll
ROY, MORA CO.,
idly for 20 minutes; rub the bard
boiled yólks qf two eggs to a pasté,
add gradually four or five tablespoon-ful- s
of cream, then rub one tablespoon
ful of butter and one of flour. Add
the egg and half & cupful of milk, stir
of
over hot water until you have a
MILLARD ALDRIDGE, Prop.
We Hold Several Choice Tracts of Agricultural Land for Salo.
thick golden sauce. ' Add a half
of salt and a dash of pepper.
a
a
Chop the macaroni fine and add to the
sauce, cut a slice from the stem ends
of good, solid tomatoes, scoop out the
centers, stand .'the tomatoes In a bak
Hair Culling a Specialty.
lng pan, fill the centers with macaroni,
dust with bread crumbs, arid bake In
Wdg.
Co.
'
In the F'loembelin Mer. Laundry.
i
H. GOODMAN. Manager- c
.'
Agency for the Stcnm
moderate oven for 30 minutes, until
the tomatoes are soft, but not broken.
Serve on slices of toast, either plain
or with cream sauce; cheese may be
dded to the macaroni, which will
Carry a. Complete. Stock of . "V'."
give It a greater food value.
Nougat. Mix together the whites
DEALER IN
of two eggs, an equal quantity of cold
water, and enough
confectioner's
sugar to make a stiff dough. It will
of
Large
,
require about two pounds. To pre
pare fruits and nuts take seeds out of
Everything Needed In Building Material, Lumber and Hardware.
dates and fill with the cream. Candied.
cherries are nice, taking little balls BIGGEST STOCK OF DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN FIFTY
JOHN SCHNIEDER, Prop.
of the cream and putting a cherry on
MILES OF ROY.
walnuts and almonds
ROY, - NEW MEXICO each. English
are used In the same way as cherries.
We will be plecsed to show visitors thru our establishment.
Picnic Jelly. When jelly making
vfcMM.J,
60 YEARS
time approaches we break our eggs
Always
EXPERIENCE
carefully, keeping the shells whole
We Buy and Sell All Country Produce.
for a small opening In the top,
We fill the empty shells with jelly,
Wool,, Hides, Pelts and Cattle a Specialty,
paste a piece of paper over the open'
lng, and pack them away. They are
mi
I
iitnimi' iirmnal nice to carry on a picnic or to a sick
Trade Marks
friend.
Designs
f
Cheese Balls. Mix one and
At
C.
!nDVflftMTS
ONE AND
MILES NORTH OF ROY.
cupfuls of yellow American ' cheese
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
(grated) with
of a teainvention I prohnbly pnteiitiihle. CommunicaPatent
tions slrlctlyrniilhlontlal. HAN0000K on
spoonful each of salt and paprika;
patent.
for
anenojr
aecurmir
Ohlcst
free.
lent
Patenta talicti through Munn & Co. receive
then cut and fold Into the mixture the
tpeclal notice, without etinreo, tu the
whites of three eggs beaten ltf
shape in small balls a generous inch
I.nrcost
In diameter; roll these in fine cracker
A handsomely IllinrtratPd wpeklv.
.l
'1
a
crnis.
of any aricnl utfl Journal.
crumbs and fry in deep fat to a pale
four niontba, SI. Suldbyall nenailenlera.
straw color. Drain on soft paper.
ÍÍ1UNN & Co.3C,Qroadwa- - Mew York
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Cement Work a Specialty.
Serve with a plain lettuce salad.
Branch Office, (25 V Bt. Washington, U C
Johnny Cake; To one cupful sour
teaspoonful salt,
milk add one-hal- f
two tablespoonfuls sugar, one scant
teaspoonful soda dissolved, Jn a little,
cold water, one egg beaten light, two
tablespoonfuls melted butter, and one- (La Bien Venida)
half cupful flour and one heaping
robat Deer, Extra Flue Blenil and Bonded Liquor, Wine mill Cigar
cupful yellow meal sifted together.
always In Stock. ;
Bake in well buttered tin for 30 mitt
utes in moderately hot oven and serve
I'OOIi ROOM IN CONNECTION
hot.
Strawberry
Jelly. Take
desired
Give ti n Trini.
ENGRAVER and ELECTROTYPER
quantity of berries, wash carefully, Cordlul Treatment to all.
IAWRCNCC
DENVER COLO
FMONf 1114
place on slow fire, without a drop of
JAS. A. PROCTOR, Proprietor.
water. When the iulce has come
from the berries strain twice through
a cneese ciotn, measure, and lor every
cup of juice add a cup of sugar. Place
on brisk fire, stirring until it threads
from the spoon. Pour in glasses and
seal. Cook one glass at a time.
GIVE HIM. A TRIAL.

Réal Estate and Ranches

X:
Breeders

Roy Barber Shop

Call and Get Good,
Clean Shave

Sheep, Cattle and Horses

Town Lots

Specialty

The Floersheim Mercantile Company
Roy, ;Mora GpunOv New Mexico

Rou Mea tMarket

'

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

All Kinds of Fresh
,and Smoked Meats,,

f

Assortment

Farm Implements

Prices

Reasonable

E. W. MERRILL

one-hal-

ONE-HAL-

one-fourt- h

Scientific Amalean.

Plastering', Foundations,
Cisterns and Flue Building'

FIRSTQDALITY

The Welcome Saloon

.

FRANK REISTLE

mmm
1420-2-

4

FAIR PRICE

Venice Pudding.
Five ounces of stale bread cut into
small pieces, three ounces of lemon
peel, three ounces of sugar, three
ounces raisins. Pour a little orange
juice over this and stew awhile. Put
EL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN a little butter into a pan with a little
milk, three or four lumps of sugar.
Stir until turned a light brown.. Take
four eggs and beat, then make a cus
GOING SOUTH
Mixed train, No. 123 Arrives at Roy tard with theBe, and the buttered
milk, also the remainder of a pint of
ui t.vo, loiivtB i.av p, m.
milk; mix these well with all the oth
GOING NORTH.
No. 124 Arrives at ers, put Into a buttered mould, and
Mixed train.
Koy at i.8t; .eaves z:oo p. m,
stand In a saucepan of boiling water.
Boll for three or four hours until firm
Suscríbanse al El Hispano Amer- In the center. Turn ou and, serve
with a good eauce,
indo, su precio es $2 por el aflo.

Local Time Table

ROY,

Mora County

New Mexico

Vorenberg Mercantile Co.
TRAFICANTES EN

.

MERCANCIAS GENERALES
Pagan el precio mas alto por

Rests, Carneros, Zacate, Grano, Madera

LANA, CUEROS Y ZALEAS
Wagon Mound y Ocate

New Mexico

Noitce for Publication

NOTICE

Department of the Interior,-LanOfflcse at Clayton, New Mexico,
May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby givdn that Ange-lin- e
Wiilard, of Roy, N. M., who, on
March 26th, 1907, made homestead entry, No. 16670, for SW
section 10
township 20 N, range 26 E, N. M. P,
Meridian, has filed notica of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Commissioner,
Alex S. Busnkevitz, at his offlca in
Hoy, N. M., on the 15th day of July,
1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
William P. Gross, of Roy, N.; M.
John M. Turner, of Roy, N. M., Geo.
W. Shoopman, of Roy, N. M., J. B.
('arson, Solano, N. M.
.
Elward W. Fox.
4,

Register.

.

Department of the Interior, '.
United States Land Office,
Clayton, N. M., May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Cristina
Laumbach, of La Cueva, N. M. who,
on March 28th, 1903, made homestead
entry, No. 4486, for W 2 SW 14,
NE 4 S W
SE 14 N W 14, section
5. township 17 N, range 25 E, N. M.
P. meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof to
establish claim to the land above described, before A. S. Bushkevitz, U.
S. Commissioner, at his office in Roy,
N. M., on the 15th day of July, 1908,
Claimant names as witnesses: " Dan
Laumbach, of Roy, N. M. Henry Laumbach, ofLaCeuva, N. M. Izaillas
Quintana, of Roy N. M. Esteban Cordova, of Roy,, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
"... v
.V30
Register.

May 23 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Cressic
J. Blanchard, of Solano, N. M., who,
on April 18th. 1907, made homestead
R3Ction 7
entry No. 172.K), for SW
ownshlp 19 N", range, 27 E, N. M. P.
Maridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above
discribed, bjforá U. S. Commissioner, A. S. Bushkivitz, at his office in
Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of July,
1908, Claimant nanus as witnesses;
Frances M. Hughes, Anthony E.
Shultz, Joseph R. Grover, John W.
Lile, all of Solano, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
,

.

1-- 4,

R?gister.

-- 74.

5--

(Concluded from last week.)

44

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
CI ay ton, N. M. May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Asencion
L. Bernal, of Roy, N. M., who. on
April 1st, 1903, made homestead entry
No. 4497, for S 2 NE
section 31,
S 2 NW 4 section 32, towship 21 N
range. 25 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
bleu notica of intention to make final
five year prpdf, to establish claim to
the aoove .uescribeu land, before V,
S. Commissioner, A. S. ' Bushkevitz,
at his office" in Roy, N. M., on the
16th day-o- f
Claiment
July, 1908.
names as witnesses: Trinidad Lucero,
Feliciano Lucero, Adolpho Montoya,
John Tasharski all of Roy, N.M.
"
"
.
Edward W. Fox.
.
Register.
4,

Balances
Jan. 1, 1908
45.58
94.00
94.74
60.98
200.28
'
157.08
51.48
54.18

28

,

44

29
30

44

4,

7-- 4.

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Ij i.nl 0;fl23 at Clayton Nw Mexico,

County Proceedings.

FOB PUBLICATION.

44

,

31
32

, 33
34

44

35

44

3tt

Spec judge
44

:

jwed

is
LS

44

1902

44

44

1903
1904
1905

44
44

57

41.25
63.75
37.50
331.50
51.00
42.00
138.00

53.29
5.72
98
38.8.3

13.63
16

184.32

' .4.46

Normal Institute
Asses com 1907-- 8
Repairs

Apr.

116.11

4.50
250.00

91.84
72.34

752. 00

38.52
48.88

297.14
1.50

1.50
88.12
72.15

74.84
11.99
111.88
2.49
.
569.82
58.60
199.61
33.77
50.98
211.24
27.82
52.98
26.61
54.26
51.87

75.00
72.15

61.72
11.99
6.97

104.91
12.32

9.83
68.32
58.60

501.50
468.74

268.74

200.00

199.24
33.77

46.78
20.66

61.6i
594.13
22.61

"- - 325.60
152.86

40.78

50.98
190.58
11.74
10.50
4.00
54.26

45.6:)
551.65
325.60
,125.00

24.01

$22,907,33 $4,777.03
Balance on hand January 1st

Receipts during quarter

1D0H

119.48
130.45
191.76
126.44

47.00
400.97

30.88
48.88

297.14

.

1.

98.65

4.46
3.23
7.14

759.64

Total

r,
r

'

3,i6lU7 $3.166.37 $14.631.08 $13,100.54
-

-

4,777.03

4

Total
Paj ments during quarter
Balance on hand April 1st

$27,684.36
$14.631.08
13,076.91
$27,707.99
23.03

Total

Less

Balances

69.80

114

44

:

Transfer Transfers Payment
from
to
52.50

Collect- ions

'3.23

v

Spec levy dist 12
Index Levy '
Deceasedmen's f 'd
Spec levy dist 33
Assess com 1905-- 5
Spec road dist 1
Spec road dist 18
Salary fund
Sinking fund
Spec levy dist 4
Spec Co fund 1901

44

'

overdraft.

$27,684.36
SOURCE OF RECKIPTS

NOTICE

OF1

PUBLICATION .

Notice for. Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land OiHee at Clayton, New Mexico,

1901 and
1902
1903
1904
1905
'
1906
1907 ,

".

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.:.
Clayton N. M., May 23, 1908.
Notiei is hereby gived that George
W. Shoopman, of Ry N.M.,who, on
Marsh 2 Jth, I907,mad3 hamestead entry
No.l6671,for SE14,section-9- , Township
20N,Range 26 E.N.M.P. Meridian, haj
filed notici of intention to make Final
commutation Proof, to establish claim
t tlu lanl abova d.sci'ibil,bjfor3 U.
S Commissioner Alex S, Bushkevitz,
at his office in Roy,N.M., on the 16th
day of July, 1908. Claimant names as
witnesses; L.S. Baker, W. F Gross;
Chas. Kidd, Frank J.Sheltreri, all of
. Roy, N,.M.
.
Elward W. Fox.
Register.

:
;
May 23, 1908.
Notic3 is harjby given that Grover C.
who. on
McCleary, of Solano, .,
March 13th , 1907, made homestead
entry ,.NiU6i;f3, iorW 2 S W14, WJ-- 2
WJM,l-4.Se-

J3.Townshib

c

44
44
44

44

44

Merchandise license

Liquor

N,Range

19

21.00
83.11
312.46
21.00
18.48
433.42
2,139.56
207.25

prior taxes

license;

5.00
Refund to 'wild animal bounty
27K,N, M.P. Meridian, ha. filed notice
379.75
lines
Pqll
tax
and
tomake final commutation proof, to est
4.011
,
,
Normal Institute
ablisli. claim to tha land abova dascrib
1908.
day
of April,
Approved the 8th
ed, before A. S. Bushkevitz, U.S. Comm
issioner, at his office in Roy, N.M.,on
the 14th day of July, 1908. Claimant
Noy the board appoints Ltlis Maestas Constable Prec. No. 8.
names ef witnesses: J.C. Walker, R.H
following payments were ordered:
The
Houser, Clyde Talbot, Sherman Troop
30.00
Juan de Mata Mares, W. 3581
all of Solano, N.M.
'
30.00,
DamodóTafoja; W. 8582
EDWARD W. FOX,
3583
W.
Rsgister.
V.
Geo.
Santistevarf,
.30.00'
5.3074.
15.00
Guadalupe Garcia, W. 3584
25.00.
W.
3585
Jose
Frésquez,
Vibian
Notice for Publication.
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
25.00
v
C. W. G. Ward, W. 3585
.
Interior,'
of
the
Dei)artment
Department of tlt3 Interior,
2HV.70
Mexecó.
3587
W.
B.
New
Martinez,
Office
Clavton
at
Juan
Land
United States Land Offlca,
"' May 23, 1908, J. D. Medina, W. 3588
66.50
Clayton, N. M., May 23, 1908.
.
06.50..
8589
Navarro;
W.
Juan
tliat
herebv
Maria
is
ifiveu
Notice
'
Notic3 is hereby given th vt Felicia5.40.
no Lucer), of Roy, N.: M., who on Martina Galvan, of Leon, N. M., who Juan Gonzales, W. 3590, Roads
'
19.00
April 1st, 1903, made homestead entry on March 12th, liHia, made homestead Luciano Espinoza, W. 3591
v
No. 4198, for S 2 NE 14, section 32. entry, , No. 24060, for Lots 3,4, SE 14 Consicion Arellano, W. 3592.
,
lO.oo
NE1-4SNW1-42,
section
21
4
township
33,
section
W 2 NW
.
8.78
Co., W. 3593, Genéral Sch(M)l
New
Mexico
Printing
32
N.
M.
P.
E
19
N,
tange
township
N. range 2 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
117.50
:'3594
W.
his
in
notice
of
filed
has
Martinez,
Ricardo
tiled notice of intention to make final Meridian,
'
: 40.00
.
Uve year proof, to establish claim to tention to make five year proof, to Benjamin Segura, W. 3595, Repairs
de
above
land
to
the
claim
establish
S.
before
A.
199.00
derribad,
above
:
land
the
35913, Insurance
W.
S.
Clark,
John
' 20.00
r
Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner, at scribed, before II. S, Commissioner, Malaquias Blea, W. 3597
his office in Roy, N. M., on the 16th, Manual Martinez, at his omce in
'
S.0O-Gallegos, N. M., on the 14th day of Manuel Velasquez, W. 359S
..
....
day of July 1908.
witas
names
1908.
Claimant
.
Now the board aijourns until the first Mond ty in June, 1998."
Claimant names as witnesses; Trini- July,
Luz Cisneros, of
dad Lucero, Adolpho Montoya, Thorn-- ; nesses: Jose da La
Juan dk Mata Mares,
as McGrath, John. Tasharaki ' nil of Leon, N. M., Rafael Cisneros,.; of
.. President. Gallegos, IN. M., Juan Jose uuran,
',. M
.'
Roy N. M.
,
of Leon, N. M., Preciliano Galvan,
Edward W. Fox,
of Leon, N. M.
, Register.
"
' Notice
..
- Notice for Publication.
for Publication.
Register.
v
Department of the Interior,
Departmer t of the Interior,
NOTICK. FOR PUBLICATION.
M
U. S. Land Office, Clayton. N.
U. S. Iand Office, Clayton, N. M.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Department of the interior.
June 4th, 1908.
June 4th, 1908.
,
New
of
the
Interior,
Departnent
Mexico,
Clayton,
Land Office at
''
Donaci-ano
hereby
given
that
Notice
k
given
is
hereby
Mexico.,
Notice,
that Juan N.
New
1908.
23,
May
Land Office at Clayton;
Gama, of Bueyeros, N. M., who, Montoyii. of Roy, N, M., who, on
23, 1908.
May
Oluf
given
hereby
that
is
Notice
on June 5th, 1902, made homestead en- April 27tli,l!K)l, made homestead enNotice is hereby given that Harry try No. 3787, for N 2 NE
Eastwold, of Ray, N. M., who, .on
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, section
who,
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April 25th, 1907, mada homestead en- G. Scott, of Solano, N. M.,
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hnu 01p1 notice of inten 3, township 18, N range 27 E, N. M. P. to make live year proof, to establish filed notice of intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish cjaim o
final comimta! ion, proof Meridian, has filed noticj of intention claim to the land above descriped,
tion to make
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the land above descrilted. lfoiv Alx.
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to
proof,
commutation
If I esiHUltsn cittllll l" inn inuu nuuvc to make final
Malaquias Baca, U." S. Court S. Bushkevitz, V. S. Coiumissioner,
lii.rilin:l h.rfnrá IT.S. Commissioner establish claim to the land, above
Commissioner, at his office in De at his office in Roy, N. M., on the 22d
before U. S. Commisioner, Haven, N. M., on the 21st day of July,
A. H. Bushkevitz. at his offics at Roy,
day of July, 1908
N. M., on tha 14th day of July, 190. A. S. Bushkevitz, at his offiiciin Roy 1908.
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witnastws:
names
N.M.,.
Claimant
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
Claimant names as witnesses:
E. Morse, J. H. Mahoney. Pedro Claimant names as witnesses: J. L.
Garcia, Leandro Garcia, Anto- - Sandoval, Aurelio Aldeiz, Manuel
Cate.
W.
P.
Talb!)t,
Aldeiz, J. E. Ma'ioiwy, all of Roy, Nicolev, C. C.
nio Torres, David Garcia, all of1 Gallegos, Jose Dolores Romero, all
.'
S. A. Edwards, all of Solano, N. M. Bueyeros, N. M.
of Roy, N. M.
jN. M.
Edward W. Fox,
Edward W. Fox,
Edward W. Fox
Geo. W. Det amove.
Register.
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bureau of chemistry was able to define
the limits of sugar beet growing terri
tory in the United States and open the
way for the establishment of the beet
sugar industry, which promises ' great
results in the near future.
Another service of inestimable value
rendered to the country by the national bureau of chemistry is in start
ing and promoting the pure food and
drug movement. If Dr. Wiley is not
the father of that movement, he has
been the head and front of it from the
beginning. When he began work on
that line, upward of 20 years ago, not
a state in the union had a pure food
now most of them have laws on
the suWevjt and commissions to enforce them. Dr. Wiley was the pioneer
of the movement in America and he
made chemistry a most effective instrument in promoting it. It was
mainly through his efforts that, the
analysis of foods, drugs, spices, edibles
and beverages showed adulteration to
be an almost universal practice, and
started a movement that has resulted
in widespread reform. He is the father
of the national pure food law which
took effect January 1, 1907.

WAYS OF PU1TING UP JELLY.

When the jelly season comes and
here make many
small wine glasses of jelly. These
glasses can be bought for five cents
apiece and the small glass of jelly is
Has Done More Than Any Other One
very useful. One may want to take a
Man to Place American Agriculglass for Individual purposes with a
luncheon while traveling, a glass can
ture on Scientific Basis Fabe put into the luncheon basket for
ther of Pure Food Laws.
the schoolgirl or boy and a dainty
Washington. No branch of applied
wineglass of jelly is always .acceptable, to the invalid. One of the most
science has made greater progress
during the last 25 years than agricul
appetizing jellies is grape, though currant is well liked for its mild acid
tural chemistry and Dr. Harvey W,
flavor and berry jellies are delicious.
Wiley, present chief of the bureau of
Chemistry In the department of agriThere is a fruit preserve, very delicious, for filling these tiny glasses,
culture unquestionably has acconv
too. It is made by making a thick
plished more than any other living
candy and when it is of the same conman in the work of placing American
agriculture on a more scientific basis,
sistency
that one makes candy
fondant, drop the berries in it, leave
thereby adding enormously to the profor a few minutes, but not long
ductiveness and wealth of the country.
enough to separate the berries, then
Scientific agriculture, or as it may
hastily fill the glasses and cover with
agricultural
be termed,
otherwise
paraffin.
Do not attempt to make
more than a quart at a time, for the
SEEKS GEORGIA GOVERNORSHIP. work must be watched and carefully
done. Red velvet berries will preserve
Joseph Brown Conducting Gumshoe whole In this manner and will not lose
shope.
Campaign for Office.
SCIENTIST WHO HEADS
BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY.

HOOSIER

yrupffis

Small Wine Glasses of the Preparations Are Handy.

PTJ rarüTfVinna

It will soon be

acts eatlyyet prompt

h;

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley.
chemistry, is a science of comparatively recent origin,' and the Indiana man
has been the leading spirit in it for
nearly a generation.
Prof. Wiley's interest in scientific
agriculture began with his connection
with Purdue university as professor of
chemistry, in 1874, a year after his
graduation at Harvard, when he was
also appointed state chemist of Indiana. He remained at Purdue nine
years.
Dr. Wiley's connection with the government work began in 1883 when he
was offered the position of chief of
the bureau of chemistry of the department of agriculture. The offer was accepted, and from that time the development of that bureau and its activi
Toties became Dr. Wiley's
day he is recognized as one of the
world's great chemists, with a mem
bership in many foreign and American
scientific societies.
Arriving in Washington to take up
the duties of his new post, Dr. Wiley
found his quarters confined to a laboratory in the basement of the antiquated agricultural department build
ing and a little office upstairs. His
full working fotce consisted of four
assistant chemists and a dishwasher.
The first year's appropriation for the
work of the bureau was $15.000. Dur
ing the fiscal year which will end on
June 30 of this year, Dr. Wiley finds
himself in charge of a corps of 350
persons, 200 of them chemists, and the
budget of the bureau will total
,

Atlanta, Ga. Gov. Hoke Smith, who
swept the state two years ago by tin
overwhelming majority, will not be reelected If Joseph Brown who, by order
of Gov. Smith, was recently dismissed
from the railroad commission, can prevent it. Mr. Brown's father "was once
governor of this state.
Brown wants the governorship for
himself and is conducting a gumshoe
campaign that is increasing his follow
ing everywhere throughout Georgia.
Not a single address has he made
to the people he asks to make him
governor. Ever since the fight started
he has been spending his time in his
partments receiving reports, writing
cards and consulting with friends. He
would be no match on the stump for
Hoke Smith, whose powers of endur- nce are the marvel of Georgia. All
the attacks made upon Brown, all the

life-wor-

fSOO.000.

the government also main
experiment stations which are
now in operation in every state and
territory, including Alaska, Hawaii
Porto Rico and the Philippines.
Mere growth in expenditures would
not necessarily argue increase of use
fulness, but in the case of the depart
ment of agriculture its benefits to the
farming interests and to the country
at large have been immeasurably enhanced during the last 25 years. To
these it creased benefits the bureau of
chemistry, of which Dr. Wiley is chief,
has made large contributions. By the
analysis of soils and the investigation
of the effect of environment on the
chemical composition of plants the
To-da- y

tains

60

c2r
shouts for him to come forth and give
the public a . view, have failed to
bring him Into sight, have failed to
cause him outward irritation.
Joe Brown is a man of about 55. He
was born in Canton, Ga., was given a
fair education in grammar schools
and was then sent to the University
of Georgia, and afterward took a legal
His education
course at Harvard.
completed, he came home and went
to work, at times aiding his father in
his political fights.
He began his railroad work in 1877,
when he was hired as a clerk in the
freight department of the Western &
He became general
Atlantic road.
freight agent in 1881.
Mr. Brown was appointed a railroad
commissioner and was ousted by Gov.
Smith as the result of an alleged
threatening note.

ly on the bowels, cleanses

e system eif
uQiiy,
assists one in overcoming

ual constioation

la.
logeius
nermanemiv.
f. . i ff
heneficial effects
The Qenuine.

Manufactured by the v

California
Fio Syrup Co.
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SICK HEADACHE

AGAIN THE YORKSHIRE PUDDING.

Directions for Its Preparation
Another Way.

In Still

it

CARTERS

Positively cured bj
these Little Pills.

They also relieve Dis
tress rom Dyspepsia, IndlgestlonandToo Heart)
Eating. A perfect rem
edy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste in the Mouth, Coat
ed Tongue, Pain In th
ISldG, TORPID LIVER
They regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
-

ITTLE

IVER

Yorkshire pudding i3 a hallowed
dish in many English families. It Is
PILLS.
often an accompaniment
of roast
beef, and in response to a request for
a recipe the following is reported from
a century-olnote left by a cook:
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE,
Take six tablespoonfuls of flour,
with three eggs, a teaspoonful of salt
Genuine Must Bear.
and a pint of milk, so as to make a CARTERS
Signature
middling stiff batter, a little stiffer niTTtE
than you would for pancakes; beat
flVER
It up well and take care it is not JpjLls.
lumpy; put a dish under the meat and
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES,
let the drippings drop into it till it is
quite hot and well greased; then pour
in the batter.
When the upper sur
Severe Reproach.
face Is brown and set,- - turn It, that
"Charley, dear," said young Mrs.
both sides may be brown alike. If
Torkins, "I had a dream about a race
you wish It to cut firm, and the pud
ding an inch thick, it will take two horse that won three times in
hours at a good fire. The true York
"Great Scott," answered her hus
shire pudding Is about half an inch
who has a touch of superstition;
band,
thick when done, but it is the fashion
In London to make them full twice 'what was its name, what did it look
like?"
that thickness.
'I've done my best to remember, but
Corn Starch Blanc Mange.
I can't"
"That's the way! There never was
Stir into one quart boiling milk or
fruit juice of any sort (that from a woman who could be relied on to
stewed raspberries or cherries being keep her head in business matters!"
best) four rounding tablespoonfuls
corn starch dissolved in a little of the
Try Murine Eye Remedy
cold milk or fruit juice. Stir until For Red, Weak, Weary, Watery Eyes.
smooth and thickened, sweeten and Murine Doesn't Smart Soothes Eye Pain.
Murine at 50cts. The 48
flavor to taste, then cook in double All Druggists Sell
Page Book in each Pkg. is worth Dollars
boiler for an hour. Pour into small in every home, lteaa it. we win man w
molds wet with cold water and set our Eye Books Free Write us
away to cool. When ready to serve Ask your Druggist.
Murine .ye Kemeay u., mcago.
turn out on individual dishes and
serve cold "with cream and sugar.
Suspicious.
A pretty addition to the service of
"Will you accept a year's subscrip
this pudding is to encircle each mold
as turned out on a glass or china dish tion cash in advance?"
"That depends, Peleg," answered
with a row of strawberries, raspber
editor of the .' Plunkville Palla
the
peaches.
This
ries, sliced bananas or
ye want
makes an extremely decorative and dium. "What is It that
Pittsburg
Post
suppressed?"
inexpensive dessert.
d

Fac-Simi- le

Bottles Lemon Juice.
One housekeeper in the interest of
economy buys her lemons when cheap
and bottles the juice. She extracts
the juice with glass squeezers, strains
It through fine muslin and bottles it
In
or ounce bottles, which
she seals so as to be perfectly air
tight. Though the juice will keep
some time when bottled It will spoil
quickly on being exposed to the air;
hence the small size of the flasks.
half-ounc- e

Fried Steak.
Into two pounds of round or other
cut, rub salt to taste and a light tea
spoon of soda. Let it lie overnight for
breakfast, then before frying rinse in
two waters, dip in flour and fry in boil
ing fat until well done. Serve at once,
either with or without gravy poured
over It

l
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WIDOWS'111"10' y N EW LAW obtained
JOHN W. MORRIS,
Washington, V. 0.
rENSIO-NS

PRINCE TURNS KiONK
jHEIR

j

THRONE OF MEXICO
FORSAKES WORLD.

TO

Renounces All Political Ambition and
Will Devote Life to Literature
and Writings Chosen by
Maximilian as Successor.
Washington. Prince Augustine de
Iturblde, grandson of the great liberator of Mexico, heir to a throne, man
of the world, educated, widely traveled
and a member of the jeunesse doree of
many European capitals, has forsaken
the ways of the fashionable world and
joined the Third Order of St. Francis.
In Washington fashionable society

Mexican monarchlstic party to eome
to this country and take possession,
the monarchists offering him the
throne of an emperor. Maximilian, who
was aided by Napoleon III., accepted
the invitation, landed in Mexico and
was, for a time, an unhappy and
-stricken
monarch. The native
Mexicans, however, revolted against
a foreign sovereign. Maximilian was
defeated, tried for treason, sentenced
and shot Maximilian, shortly before
his death, declared that the young
boy, Augustine de Iturbide, was to be
his heir, as he could thus combine in
one person both native and foreign
.
claims.
After the death of Maximilian and
the establishment of a republic for a
second time, the Iturbldes returned to
Washington. Young Augustine was
placed at Catholic colleges and also
traveled abroad extensively. .
While still a young man he returned
home, and, as a lieutenant, entered the
Mexican army, but having issued a
proclamation which was regarded as
disturbing to the government, he was
put in prison, then exiled, so that now,
while he is not formally forbidden to
set foot in his native land, it would be
unwise for him to do so.
poverty-

FAMOUS
Growth

TREE

ONE WOMAN'S

Southern

box.

WWW

Prince Iturbide was widely known for
many years.
Suffering recently from a severe ill
ness, he has of late spent many months
in the hospital. Prince Iturbide now
asserts that he has' renounced all political ambitions and that he will
never make any attempt to regain his
claim in Mexico. He expects to devote his life mainly to literature and
writings of a theological character.
Interwoven with the life of the
prince is the romantic history of the
land of the cactus for the last hundred
years, and the melancholy fate of the
Austrian archduke, Maximilian. By
right of descent from the Emperor
Ityirblde, as well as from the fact that
he was declared heir by Maximilian,
Prince Iturbide would be entitled to
the throne of Mexico were that country to again become an empire. The
Emperor Iturbide was born in 1783
, and led ,the revolt of the colonies, then
known as New Spain, against the
mother country. This war began in
1821 and lasted seven months, ending
in the success of the colonies, the
leader of the army, Iturbide, becoming
emperor. This state of affairs was
concluded in about a year by the abdication of the emperor, who. sailed
for Europe, where he made his home
some time.
Learning that his native land was to
be made the object of an attack by
the European powers, Iturbide returned to Mexico only to find the republic which had existed during his
absence had made a law that, his life
should be forfeited should he again set
foot on Mexican soil. He was seized
and put to death.
This was in 1824. The family of the
emperor came to this country, settling
!n Washington and Philadelphia.
It
was in Washington that the emperor's
son, "Angelo, met Miss Greene of
Georgetown, and after their marriage
they went back to the City of Mexico.
It was there, in 1863, that the pres
ent Prince Augustine de Iturbide was
born, About a year later Maximilian,
ftrchduke of Austria, was called by the
.

Torture

Foster-Milbur- n

How Could She Be Expected to Ad

dress Perfect Stranger?
A traveler in the mountains of Ten
nessee had been stowed away in the
Late
best bed the cottage afforded.
In the night he was awakened by the
voice of the paterfamilias addressed
to the daughter, who was entertaining
company by the fireside.
"Mandy," growled the old man, "Is
that young man there ylt?"
"Yep, pap."
"Is he got his arm around yer
waist?"
"Yep, pap."
"You-al- l
tell him to take't away."
"Aw, ye tell him yerself, pap," re
plied the girl, in a dull, lifeless voice.
"He air a plumb stranger to me."
Success Magazine.

Wept

life and it may survive for a few more
centuries. It was on the night of July
1, 1520, that Cortez was driven with
his army of Spaniards out of the city
and down the long causeway that leads
to wnat is now Tacubaya. It was a
night of sorrow for the great core
queror. It seemed that disaster had
finally overtaken him and that his
plans for making a great empire in
the new world must fail. His fleeing
army was panic stricken It Is related
that Cortez was unable to calmly bear
the burden of his defeat and that
when he reached the overspreading
branches of this great cypress tree,
which even in that day is said to have
been a giant among giants of the trees
in the valley of Mexico, he sat down
and wept. From that day to this the
tree has been known as the tree of the
sorrowful night. The age of the tree
is problematical.
The first evidence of decay of the
tree was apparent about 30 years ago
as a result of a fire which swept
through the forest where It stood. Its

The Nlcetown Parrot.
Jacob Hope, the famous pet stock
dealer of Philadelphia, was showing a
reporter one of his phonograph-traineparrots, a truly marvelous bird.
"This bird isn't like the 'Uncle one,"
said Mr. Hope. "There was a Nlcetown
man, you know, who had a parrot that
ne once commanded to say 'Uncle in
front of a roomful of guests. The parrot
could say 'Uncle' beautifully, yet
though the man pleaded with it nearly
an hour, it remained as silent as the
grave.
"Then, enraged, he snatched up tho
obstinate parrot, ran with It to the
chicken coop, and half, twisting its
neck, threw it in among the hens.
"After his guests were gone he rs- greted h's cruelly. He went sadly back
to the chickencoop to see if the poot
parrot was dead.
.
"Opening the door, he frowned. Ten
of his twelve prize Plymouth Rocks
lay corpses on the floor, and the pat.
rot was standing on the eleventh, twlsu
ing her neck and screaming:
"'Say "Uncle," durn ye; say "Un-cle.- "
d

"

Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

STRONG ON THE PROPRIETIES.

Kansas City, Mo. The famous
Noche Triste tree at Popotla, Old
Mexico, has been given a new lease of

Mf

Woman Suffers
Without Complaint

Racked and torn with terrific pains,
nightly annoyed by kidney Irregulari
ties, Mrs. A. S.
Payne, of 801 Third
ave, So., Columbus,
Miss.,
suffered for
says;
years.
She
"The pains In my
back, sides and loins
were so terrible that
I often smothered a
scream. Every move
meant agony. My rest was broken by
a troublesome weakness and the secretions seemed to burn like acid. I
was in an awful condition and doctors
did not seem to help me. Doan's Kidney Pills benefitted me from the first
and soon made me a strong and
healthy woman."
For sale by all dealers. 50 cents a

REJUVENATED.

Under Which Cortez
Has New Lease of Life.

ENDURANCE.

Saved Himself First.
Sam and Joe were out rowing, when
the boat capsized, spilling both men in
the water. Sam was a fine swimmer,
but not very bright, while Joe was
bright enough, but could not swim a
stroke.
When Sam found himself In the water he struck out lustily for the shore,
while Joe clung to the overturned
skiff.
As soon as Sam reached the shore he
was about to plunge into the water
again, when a man standing near said:
"What are you going back into the
water for? You just swam ashore."
Sam paused a moment, then said:
"Well, I had to save myself first, now
I'm going back to fetch Joe."
Conflicting Toots.
Mifkins "1 wonder why Windig
doesn't go to work?"
Bifkins "Oh, I. guess he's so buBy
blowing his own horn that he can't
hear the factory whistle."

Queer,
The Man of Ease "When I compare
the one or two creditors I have with
After Inflammatory Rheumatism, Hair the millions and millions of people
whom I owe nothing, I wonder why in
Came Out, Skin Peeled, and Bed
the world those fellows make such a
Sores Developed Only Cutl- fuss about it."
cura Proved Successful.
INVALID'S

SAD PLIGHT.

"About four years ago I had a very
severe attack of Inflammatory rheumatism. My skin peeled, and the high
fever played havoc with my hair,
which came out in bunches. I also
had three large bed sores on my back.
did not gain very rapidly, and my
appetite was very poor. I tried many
sure cures' but they were of little
help, and until I tried Cutlcura Resolvent I had had no real relief. Then
my complexion cleared and eoon I felt
better. The bed sores went very soon
after a few applications of Cutlcura
Ointment, and when I used Cutl
cura Soap and Ointment for my hair
It began to regain its former glossy ap
pearance. Mrs. Lavma J. Henaerson,
138 Broad St., Stamford, Conn., March
6 and 12, 1907."
Nothing to SpeaK Of.
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REPAIRS nf every Itnnwn make
of stove, furnace or ranee. Cm. A.
Laurence. Ucuver. l'hone 728.
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HOTELK,',

BROWN PALACE
European

1'lnn. (1.50 and I'nivard.
liunllnii youni; limn (or paying
reproposition.
WANTED quired
baslnetta
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n
BIcIk., I'enver, Colo.
Sales Co., iff
THE COLORADO

Tent & Amine Co.

(Ire Mick I, Kilter
Uooda Moure In trie net,
( IoiIih, Cuino and
Furniture. Hummocks
lt'A'i Lawrence
IllauKels and Comforts.
fct.
Kohl. S. OoMiiill. 1'res., Denver, Colo.
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MANTELS

Denver Mantel

AND TILES.
Tile In,, 1'.2

&

Tre.

moiit t., Denver. Largest stock west
Ship into every western
of Chicago.
state. Catalog on application. Estimates given on tile floors. Correspondence solicited.

E. E. BURL1NGAME 4. CO.,

laboratory

"You are to take these capsules," ASSAY OFFICE
said Dr. Fussy, "before meals, not
Established in Colorado,1866. Samples by mailor
after, remember."
express will recoi vn prompt and careful attention
"Oh!" said the patient "I guess It Gold & Silver Bullion Re,,0R vahase "a,ed
doesn't matter much."
AMALGAMATION
CONCENTRATION,
AM
"100 lbs. to carload lots.
"But it does matter, sir!"
lYAIMIUL Itala
Write for terms.
"You wouldn't say that, doctor, if
8
Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.
you had ever had a meal in our board
ing house." Catholic Standard and
Times.
1736-173-

Beneath This Tree Cortez Wept Over
His Defeat.

A Dream.
trunk was seriously burned and Its
Towne Do you believe In dreams?
branches began to decay. The ancient
tree gradually lost life and it was
Browne I used to, but I don't any
nearly dead when it was decided two more.years ago to make an effort to reTowne Not as superstitious as you
suscitate it. Careful treatment given were, eh?
every part of the big tree.
Browne Oh, it wasn't a question
In order to still further protect the of supersltlon. I was In love with one The I.nrcent Western nepnrtinent Store
and Mull Order lloune,
historic tree an Iron fence was built once, and she Jilted me.
around its trunk to keep the vandals
People Shop here by Mail
40,000
away from it. The tree began to put
Vindication.
We
pleasing others. We can
are
out new foliage and twigs last year,
"Some women pursue a man even please you.
and this spring it is showing evidence beyond the grave."
Return anything that disappoints.
Ask for our Mail Order Bulletin.
of a complete rejuvenation. It seems
"Yes?"
to have begun a new growth in all of
"Yes.
Maria Henpock broke her
its branches and there is much re- husband's will before he died, and now
joicing on the part of the people, who she la employing lawyers to break It
Cover, Colouflg,
revere Us age and yíouívIu1 history,
nala," Houston Post
-
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Locals.
P. J. Pickering, 1ms completed the
plastering of J. Floersheim's new house
This house will lie ready for occupancy in about ten days.

Notice for Publication.

-

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N. M.,
June 4th. 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Leandro
Bueyeros, N. M., who, on
M. Fowler, of Tucumcari, transacted Garcia, of 1!H)1,
June 10th,
made homestead entry
business n Roy Tuesday.
No. 2921, for NE
section 25, township 21 nt range 30 east, N. M. P.
H." A. Turley and Clyde Talbot, of
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Solano, were up on business Wednes- - to make Final five year proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above des- day.
cribed, before Malaquias Baca , U. S.
Don Igivv.u Murtal, of Mesteno, Court Commissioner, at his office in
spent Tuesday here transacting busi- ue Haven, N. M., on the 22nd dav of
July, 1908.
ness.
Claimant names as witnesses: Can- Joe Brown from near Bell Ranch, dido Garcia, Donaciano Garcia, Anwas here Wednesday and Thursday on tonio Torres, David Garcia, all of
Bueyeros, N, M.
business.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
C. J. Blanchard, a popular lumberNotice for Publication.
man was up from Solona on business
Department of the Interior,
Thursday.
U. S. Land Office, Clavton, N. M..
Melville Floerslieim came up from
June 4th, 1908.
Notice is hereby iriven that Trinidad
Montoya this week to spend his vacaO. de Baca, of Bueyeros, N. M., who,
tion at home.
on February 1st, 1902, made home
J. L. Nicolay and wife, and Dr. stead entry No. 3534, for S 2 SW 4
1
Knott drove up from Solano on busi-ne- s S 2 S'E 4, section 35, township 21
n, range 30 e, N, M. P. Meridian, has
Thursday.
hied notice of intention to make Final
Emilio Gonzalez, a prominent ranch- five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Mal
man of De Haven, transacted business aqmas Baca, U. S. Court Commishere Tuesday.
sioner, at his office in De Haven, N.
M., on the 23rd day of July, 1908.
Mrs. Belen Martinez and daughter
Claimant names as witnesses: Teles- were up from Carrizo, attending ser- foro C. de Baca, Tranquilino Rodriguez, Nicol as Ortiz, J. M. C. de
vices Tuesday .
Baca, Jr., all of Bueyeros. N. M.
Richard Carson, J. L. Nicolay and
Edward W. Fox,
Register.
F. M. Hughes were up from Solano On
business last Wednesday.
Notice for Publication.

Personals.

'

!

Floerslieim Mercantile Co., have received a car load of U. S. flour; also
a car of hay and alfalfa, and a car of
(Jive them
wire. Prices reasonable.
.
a call.
A fishing party composed of F. H.
E. W. Merrill and J. H. McFall

Foster,

went to Red River last Friday. They
returned Saturday with several pounds
of nice fish.
Floyd Ogden, L. S.
Brown, John Turner and W. E. Strickland, left Tuesday overland for Mora,
to l3 gone for about two weeks on a
county survey.
E. Brown,

Rev. Pi jot, of Springer, said mass
in this parish Tuesday. He also had
.two christenings and a wedding while
here, lie returned to Springer Tuesday afternoon.

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Land Office, Clayton N. M.

June

oocccoocooooo

4, 1908.

Notice is hereby given that James
A. McElroy, of Solano, N. M.. who,
on May 2!)th, 1907, made homestead
entry, No. 18009, for "NWl-4- .
section
9, township 19 N.'range 28 E. N. M.
P. meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land above
descrU,ed, before Alex S. Bushkevit
U. a. Commissioner, at nis office in
Roy, N. M., on the 29th day of Julv,

4,

Rev M. K. Homes preached here Sunday morning and Rev. K. H. Gunn in
the evening. They filled the regular
appointment of Rev. Grimmil.

Dr

o

1908,

Claimant names as witness: J. H.
Hays, Thomas Bell, F. M. Hughes,
Hattie McElroy. all of Solano, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.

Register.
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
June 4th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given thut Frank

Champion, of Roy N. M. who, on
February 25th, 1907, made homestead
entry No. 15472, for SI 2 NE1-4- , section 29 township 20 N, range 2(i E, N.
M. P- - Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final comutation
proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before W. H. Wilcox, U. S. Court Commissioner, at
his office in Roy, N. M. on the 21st
day of July, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Issac
E. Lowe. Edderson H. Gunn, George
Tindall, John Turner, all of Roy, N.
--

M.

Edward W. Fox,

DrMcKinney, Tick t'aixin. Robert
Powell and C. A. Frazer, of Solona,
passed through Roy Wednesday
Department of the Interior,
to Mara, overland to attend the
Doroteo Martinez and wife, of CarU. S. Land Office, (May
ton, N. M..
Tuesday
trial of Joe Melugen.
here
services
attended
rizo,
' '
June 4th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
Mr. Dick Phalon, Misses Jessie and had their baby christened.
Basquez y Chavez, of Roy, N. M.,
('rouse, Grace Romine and Bessie
W. C. Cundiff and family left Thurs who. on July 13th. 1903, made homeWood composed a fishing party to day for Lockport, 111. .where Mr. Cun stead entry
for N
NE
SE1-4- ,
Red river Sunday. They report hav diff expects to find employment.
NK
NW
SW
section
14, township 19 n, range 2(i e, N. M. P.
ing line success and a good time.
Marion Connor accompanied Wil Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Liberal. Kansas, had a heavy rain lard M. York up from Solano to act to make Final five year proof, to eslast week. This was their first rain as a witness in the commutation proof tablish claim to the land above described, before W. H Wilieox, U, S.
since last November. They had two of Mr. York.
Court Commissioner, at his otf'ce in
snows during the winter, It is coming
Roy, N. M., on the 21st day of Julv,
John Daley m ule final proof on his 1908.
oar way, so don't get discouraged.
west
of town before
homestead south
Claimant names as witnesses: Ruben
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Alldridge and P. S. Commissioner Alex. S; Bushke Vigil, of Wagon Mound, N. M., Bacilio
Roy Wood drove to Colmor, last Sat- vitz Thursday.
Garcia. Jose U. Trujillo, Daniel Romero, of Roy, N. M.
urday to attend a fish fry given there
Edward W. Fox,
extended
left
an
L.
for
Brown
W.
Sunday. They returned Sunday evenRegister,
week
his
with
the
patof
the
last
visit
accompanied
Cane
Beulah
Miss
ing.
111.
to
He
expects
Notice por Publication
them hom- and will remain until after ents in Lemout,
in the fall.
Department of the Interior,
the Fourth.
U. S. Land Office Clavton N. M.
George Morris and daughter Bessie,
C.' E. DeL mg left for Ihe harvest
June 4th 1908.
No'.ice is hereby given that Lucio
fields of Central Kansas Sunday, to of Solano, were in town Thursday
of Bueyeros, N. M., who, on
b ' gone for a few moni lis. Before Miss Bessie made commutation proof Perea.
September 9th, 1904, made homestead
Solano.
near
claim
her
on
leaving he gave this office a pleasant
SE1-4- .
Nl-entry, No. 5021, Nl--

Register.

($(1-7--

te

No.-4799- ,

1- -4

4,

4

4.

.

v

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Dápartmant of tli3 Interior
at Clayton, New Mexico

Land

Office

May 23, 1908.
j ;
Notice is hereby given that Thomas
T. Moore, of Roy, N. M., who, on
March 11th, 1907, made homestead
section
entry,' No. 10040. for NE
32, township 20 N, range, 27 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of infinal commutation
tention" to make
proof, ' to establish claim, to land '
above described, before U. S. Com- missioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,' at his
office in Roy N. M., on the 15th day.
of July 1908. Claimamt names as
witnesses; Jacob Floershiem, R. C.
Grunig, A. B. Stanton, Jr., D. G.'
Simmons, all of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,v
4,

Register.

.

-

2

cill and subscribed for

Ihe

Spanish-America-

n.

Grover C, McCleary
E. Shultz were up from

and Anthony
Solano Thur

Dr. Bryant received word from his da v as witnesses for ( l.vde
his Commutation proof.

lalhot in

wife, who is with her nephew, Austin
Harman. in Denver, that Mr. Harman

i

Joe Hardy left for his old home in
Kansas City, Thursday., to join his
mother who went there some tune ago
to take medical treatment.
Tom Baxter, U. S. Cattle Inspector,
.
:
.
n..
.i iiiusiness
in iiicumcaii, iruusHcieu
here the first of the week.
.

June

13th. 1908.

Notice is hereby given tlu.t Mattie.
H. McGuire, of Abbott, N. M., who.
on March lllh,'1903. made Homestead
Application No.
NE
for E
NW
Section 32, and S
Section
33, Township 23 N, Range 24 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make Final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before A. S. Bushkevitz, at
Rov, New Mexico, on the 1st dav' of
August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Wallace H. McGuire, Mrs. S. J. McGuire,
Sam Melvin, of Van Houghten, N. M.:
Chas. Graham, of bbott, N. M.
Manuel R. Otero.
1-

1-

4,

section

15,

.

A

day.

2

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
I". S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M..

township 20 N.
range 31 E. N. M. P. me.idian, has
filed notice, of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
land above described, before Mala-quiBaca, U. S. Court Commision-er- ,
at his office in Delia ven, N. M., on
the 2nd day of .luly, 1998.
Claimant names as witnesses: Boni
facio Perea, of Bueyeros N. M.,
Alejandro Gutierrez, of Bueyeros,
Register.
N. M., Adelaido Gurule, of Hueveros.
N. M. Juan Vigil of Leon, N. M.
Notice for Publication.
Edward W. Fox,
Department of the Interior.
Register.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M...
June 13ih, 190s.
Notice For Publication.
Notice-ihereby given that Emerson
P. McGuire. of Abbott, N. M., who.
Department of the Interior.
I". S. Land Office Clayton, N. M.
on March 12th, 1903, made Homestead
Application No. 7450, for W 2 SE
June
NE
Notice is hereby given that (.'andido and S
Section 33. Town(Jarcia, of Bueyeros, N. M., who. on ship 23 N, Range 24 E, N. M. P. MeJune 10th 1901. made homestead entrv ridian, has filed notice of intention to
No. 2923, for Nl-- 2 SE1-4- .
make Final live year pre of, to estab
section 2.), township 21 N. range 30 E lish claim to the land atiove described.
N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice of before A. S. Bushkevitz, at Rov. N.
intnetion to make final five year proof M.. on the 1st dav of August, 1908.
to establish claim to the land above! Claimant names as witnesses: Wal- described, before Malaquias Baca, I', lace H. McGuire. Mrs. S. J. McGuire.
S. Court Commissioner, at his office Sam Melvin. of Van Houghten. N. M.:
in De Haven, N. M., on the 21st day ('has. Graham, of Abbott. N. M.
of July, 1908.
Mannel R. Oteio,
Claimant names as witnesses: DonRegister.
aciano (Jarcia, Leandro Garcia, Antonio Torres, Dav.id Garcia, all of
NOTICE.
Hueveros, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
All persons are hereby forbidden to
Register.
trespass with horses, cattle, mules,
sheep or (rther live stock on.lhe UpW n
Ranch, (formerly (he BiYunan,RinélO
" in La Cinta and. Burro .(anynVnjjd
notice is hereby given '"thiit a)I' live
stock found on Ihe Upton Ranch. iwilf
he taken up under the estray law. "
sY)
A, E. Upton.

SWl-4-

as

Mrs. Alice Drumbeller and daugh
seems greatly improved in health
left Monday for
Miss Florence,
ter
since he has been taking treatment at
Colo.,
to
the summer
spend
Denver,
the hospital. This will be good news
and
relatives
frienJs.
with
visiting
to his many friends here who hope to
them
soon.
among
again
see him
Chas. Kellog made final proof on
The following are the names of those his homestead Thursday and left on
who made final proof this week before the afternoon train for a visit at his
United States Commissioner Alex. S. old home in Lockport, 111. He was
Bushkevitz: George Kemple, Solano; accompanied by William Brown.
Clyde C. Talbot, Solano; KddersonH.
F. M. Hughes, Willard York and
Gunn. Roy: Daniel Laumbach, Roy:
Clyde Talbot all of Solano, transacted
Bessie Morris, Solano; John Daley,
business in Roy Thursday Willard
Roy and Wrllard M. York, Solano.
York and Clyde Talbot were making
Mrs. A. S. Bushkevit. received word commutation proof on their homeWednesday from Mt. St. Vincent's steads.
Convent in Denver, that her sister
R. N. Bishop and wife Was up from
Ruby had been very ill with diptheria.
Visa this on business. He says
Nara
in fact so low that aulitoxine had tt
he sees a great change in Roy since
be administered, but at the time word
his last trip her-- .
was sent the little girl had entirely reWillard Ahell and wire, left for an
covered. Her- little friends here will
be glad to know she is now well again. extended visit in Birdseye, Ind. Thurs
We clip the following from the Las
Vegas Optic of June 15th: Visitors
from Wagon Mound report heavy and
refreshing showers in that vicinity late
Saturday and say crop conditions are
excellent. The showers which was not
of great duration, wis heavy ar.d the
moisture was taken up by the soil in a
way that insure splendid agricultural
returns, it is asserted.
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